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The purpose of this thesis is to serve as a feasibility study to investigate the usage 

of machine learning algorithms to enhance daily operations of procurement 

function. It seeks to find suitable variables from the given supplier dataset, 

clustering the suppliers into coherent categories, understand characteristics of 

each category and choosing a better classifier from two options for supplier 

classification. The thesis presents a supplier relationship management process 

and framework where the machine learning algorithms are used to create 

efficiencies in sourcing operations towards different suppliers. The studied dataset 

composed of technical material supplier data of a Finnish listed company. 

The algorithms used in feature selection phase are Principal component analysis 

(PCA) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC). Algorithms for cluster quantity 

determination are the elbow method, Calinski-Harabaz index and Silhouette width. 

Used machine learning algorithm for clustering is K-means algorithm and classifier 

algorithms compared are Artificial neural network (ANN) and Random forest (RF). 

The evaluation of classifier algorithms was done by comparing firstly the accuracy 

and secondly the true positive rate (TPR) of classification performance. 

The research results indicate that given supplier data has some redundancy which 

were identified and removed in feature selection phase. The optimal and practical 

quantity of clusters for given data was five clusters with distinctive characteristics 

to be used. As comparing ANN and RF with different hyperparameter settings as 

classifiers for supplier data, the RF was found to be the more accurate and more 

suitable for the purpose. The thesis gave indication that supplier data could be 

clustered in meaningful categories and a classifier can classify clustering data with 

over 95 % accuracy into those pre-defined categories. 
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Tämän työ toimi tutkimuksena, jossa tutkittiin koneoppimisalgoritmien 

soveltuvuutta hankintafunktion päivittäisen toiminnan tehostamiseen. Työssä 

etsittiin soveltuvia muuttujia toimeksiantajalta kerätystä toimittajadatasta, 

klusteroitiin toimittajat yhtenäisiin kategorioihin, selvitettiin kategorioiden 

ominaispiirteet ja valittiin parempi luokittelualgoritmi kahdesta vaihtoehdosta 

toimittajien luokitteluun. Lisäksi työ esitteli toimittajasuhdehallinnan prosessin 

sekä viitekehyksen, jossa koneoppimisalgoritmeja hyödynnetään tehokkuuden 

lisäämisessä hankintaoperaatioissa eri toimittajien kanssa. Tutkittu data koostui 

teknisten materiaalien toimittajadatasta, joka oli saatu suomalaiselta 

pörssiyhtiöltä. 

Työssä piirteenvalinnassa käytettiin pääkomponenttianalyysia sekä Pearsonin 

korrelaatiokerrointa. Klusterien määrän määrittämiseen käytettiin nk. 

kyynärpäämetodia, Calinski-Harabaz indeksiä sekä Siluettipisteytystä. Käytetyt 

koneoppimisalgoritmit olivat klusteroinnissa K:n keskiarvon klusterointimenetelmä 

ja luokittelussa Neuroverkko sekä Satunnainen metsä. Luokittelualgoritmeja 

arvioitiin niiden luokittelutarkkuuden sekä sensitiivisyyden perusteella. 

Tutkimus osoitti, että tutkitussa datassa on tarpeettomia muuttujia, jotka 

tunnistettiin ja poistettiin piirteenvalinnan aikana. Optimaaliseksi kategorioiden 

määräksi valikoitui viisi kategoriaa, joista jokaisella oli selvästi yksilölliset 

ominaispiirteet. Neuroverkkoa sekä satunnaismetsää tarkasteltaessa eri 

asetuksilla, työssä osoitettiin, että satunnaismetsä oli tarkempi ja sensitiivisempi 

toimittajien luokittelussa. Tutkimus osoitti, että koneoppimismenetelmillä 

toimittajadata oli klusteroitavissa käytettäviin kategorioihin sekä luokiteltavissa yli 

95 % tarkkuudella. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The first chapter introduction contains the background to the study, the key trends underlining 

the matter studied and motivation for the research problems which are sought to be solved. 

The objectives and scope of the study are defined and set. The structure of the thesis is 

introduced before diving into the core research. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Advances in digital technologies has led into critical transform in businesses and underlining 

digitalization as a strategic priority in order to maintain company’s position and market share 

(Legner et al., 2017, p. 301-302). Digitalization is one of the key elements in organizations and 

functions to support profitability, effectiveness and especially efficiency in long run perspective 

(Bienhaus & Haddud, 2017, p. 966). This change has forced companies to address their digital 

capabilities in order not to fall behind of the competition and maybe even drive more efficient 

value creation. It has led to investing more resources and money into data and its effective 

usage in terms of availability, analysis and decision support (Ritter & Pedersen, 2020, p. 181-

182). One of the key elements enabling better usage and analysis of data are advanced 

analytics applications, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) concepts, 

which have gained popularity on enabling better data driven decision making by creating 

reliable decision support based on data, rather than the human interpretations of the data. 

 

Neste Oyj, a Finnish renewable energy company, has also taken a step into this journey by 

setting one its three strategic priorities to “Drive efficiency in operations” where advanced 

analytics is one of its dimensions (Neste, 2021a). As Nguyen et al. (2018, p. 254-255) state, 

the usage of advanced analytics enables to excel in operations and drive efficiency from the 

data. Neste has been ramping up its capabilities to extract and use the data in its operative 

units but now the interest has been coming more and more also from the supportive units such 

as procurement. Procurement is a part of key operational excellence chain at Neste where it 

guards the safety, quality, compliance and efficiency of Neste’s suppliers towards Neste and 

is committed operating with integrity towards the suppliers (Neste, 2021b). Guarding Neste’s 

reputation and treating suppliers with integrity requires decision making based on objective 

factors and variables, where data and analysis of it is essential part of measuring the 

compliance, effectivity and importance of a supplier towards Neste. 
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Neste Engineering Solutions Oy (NES) is a subsidiary of Neste specialized to be a “technology, 

engineering and project management partner of choice” in Neste’s business area where it 

executes the complex investment projects and serves as technology R&D unit (Neste, 2021c). 

NES procurement function had set its targets to enable data driven decision making in its core 

operations utilizing as much objective knowledge as possible in decision situations. Supplier 

lifecycle management is an essential part of guarding the owner’s reputation and integrity of 

suppliers, and an initiative was risen to utilize advanced analytics applications to enhance the 

decisions made during the process. Bringing an objective point of view into different kinds of 

supplier groups to be utilized, and automatically finding a group for a new or existing supplier 

with changing behavior was seen a target to potentially enable enhancements and efficiencies 

inside this process. 

 

1.2 Research objectives and scope 

 

The first and foremost reason for this thesis is to serve the Neste Engineering Solutions Oy 

procurement function as a feasibility study in order to understand how advanced analytics 

applications could help decision making process in their own environment. The aim of the 

thesis is to enhance supplier relationship management process with analyzing NES existing 

internal order data of the suppliers with data analytics and machine learning solutions. 

Objectives of the thesis in more detail are to categorize technical material suppliers in coherent 

clusters and then evaluating two different machine learning algorithms to find out which one is 

more effective to classify suppliers with the data available assigning a new supplier into right 

cluster or re-evaluate the cluster of existing supplier. The findings of the study are used for 

decision making support for sourcing managers and sourcing specialists in their work 

maintaining relationships and contracts with suppliers. 

 

Three research objectives were defined and formed to accomplish the purpose of the thesis 

and they are presented in table 1 with corresponsive objectives. The first research question 

intends to clarify the needed variables to further phases of the study and to identify possible 

redundant variables. The second research question aims to assign every supplier to its 

respective cluster where the clusters would be as similar inside as possible and samples 

outside its own cluster would be as different as possible. In addition, the second research 

question should give the insight of the feature characteristics making that cluster unique. The 

third research question compares chosen classifying algorithms and evaluates their 

performance to find the most effective one to be used in classifying this type of data. 
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Table 1. Research questions and objectives. 

 

 

The scope of the study is very specific. Because of the nature of Neste and NES procurement 

integration the two main categories which NES procures are technical materials and technical 

services. This study concentrates on the former because there are more data of different 

variables available and the data is in easily accessible form such as databases and direct user 

interface extracts. Also, because the technical material supplier data is mainly available in a 

structured form, the results are straightforward to implement and there’s a potential to quick 

value realization. Suppliers with just one purchase order are left out of scope because there’s 

not enough information to evaluate them. 

 

When looking into supplier relationship management process the thesis strictly focuses on 

describing the process steps and what is expected in each one of them and where machine 

learning algorithms bring value. The thesis doesn’t take in account how the different steps 

should be performed or how the process itself creates value in a broader picture. Also, defining 

clear variables for comprehensive supplier relationship management process is out of scope 

since the process must be conducted with data available seek out potential utilization and 

value creation for requesting organization. 

 

From NES point of view one critical material supplier is left out of the analysis which is the NES 

internal material supplier. The reason to leave that supplier out of scope is that their operating 

logic and way to create value to NES is totally different from external material suppliers. In 

addition, actions and procedures to manage with internal supplier differs significantly from 

external suppliers. 
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The timeframe of the research scope is adjusted between 1.1.2016 and 31.5.2019. This 

signifies that the supplier is included in study if it has material marked as received during this 

time period in NES systems. The reason why this timeframe was chosen was that there would 

be enough data to analyze in order to increase the reliability of the study. Chosen timeframe 

helps also maintaining the data quality with leaving out the time period of system integration in 

the past where lots of data was migrated manually thus having potentially manual mistakes.  

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

 

The thesis builds on five chapters. Each of the chapter has a brief introduction in the beginning. 

Chapter one presents the motivation behind the thesis along with the background, research 

objectives and structure of the thesis. The second chapter focuses on explaining a business 

process where machine learning algorithms can be applied. The third chapter presents the 

academic research and mathematical implications for the machine learning application 

process. In chapter four the empirical research is conducted, and its results are evaluated. The 

final chapter, number five, sums up the content of the thesis, draws conclusions for the 

research questions, explains the limitations of the research and its implementation potential 

and finally suggests future research possibilities. In figure 1 the paradigm of the thesis is 

illustrated. 

 

 

Figure 1. Paradigm of the thesis. 
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2 SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 

 

In this chapter the theoretical principles of a supplier relationship management (SRM) concept 

are presented and importance of the ability to efficiently cluster and classify the suppliers into 

categories is explained. Focus of the chapter lies in presenting the different steps of SRM 

process and how machine learning supported clustering and classification affects the different 

steps of the process generating advantages. This chapter lays basis on the business value 

creation via machine learning applications in the NES organization. 

 

Supplier relationship management can be seen as a process where the organization operating 

with suppliers needs to differentiate suppliers into different categories, have a concept of 

collaboration or partnering with certain suppliers in their network, assess the different suppliers 

based on their performance and continuously track this process (Schuh et al., 2014, p. 8). A 

mature SRM process enables the organization to create more value by being able to produce 

its own goods or service more efficiently (Park et al., 2010, p. 496). Park et al. (2010, p. 499) 

propose the SRM process to be conducted in five different steps being a continuous (looping) 

process over the time, like illustrated in figure 2, and the steps are: 

 

1) Defining the purchasing strategy and criteria 

2) Supplier selection 

3) Supplier collaboration 

4) Supplier assessment 

5) Continuous development. 

 

 

Figure 2. Supplier relationship management process, modified from SRM framework of Park 

et al. (2010, p. 499). 
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Defining the purchasing strategy and criteria is the first step in creating a SRM process and it 

traditionally has two stages: clustering of suppliers into profit impact and supply risk matrix 

based on different factors and developing action plans for chosen suppliers (Kraljic, 1983, p. 

112-115). The purpose of this first step is to enable the purchasing organization to think 

strategically and leverage data in decision making (Krause et al., 2009, p. 19). In the first stage 

of the first step the different variables affecting supplier clustering are identified and suppliers 

are clustered (Kraljic, 1983, p. 112). Profit impact variables consist of factors like competence 

of the organization to procure the item at hand, economic factors like total spend of purchases, 

value add of the procured item and volume of purchases and image related factors, like co-

operating with companies with certain brand or sustainability status (Kraljic, 1983, p. 111; 

Olsen & Ellram, 1997, p. 104-106). Sustainability as part of profit impact has become more 

and more important in the brand of many companies and the procuring organization can only 

be as sustainable as its suppliers are (Carter & Easton, 2011, p. 47-49). Supply risk variables 

consist of factors like product complexity and other product characteristics, suppliers’ power, 

market factors and supplier specific risk and capabilities (Kraljic, 1983, p. 111; Olsen & Ellram, 

1997, p. 104-106). In traditional classification the supplier pool is divided into four categories 

created by Kraljic (1983, p. 112) and presented in figure 3: Strategic suppliers, Bottleneck 

suppliers, Leverage suppliers and Noncritical suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 3. Traditional supplier categorization model with general principles of supplier 

characteristics (Kraljic, 1983, p. 112-115). 
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However, this approach takes only a limited amount of available data in account from existing 

suppliers and is an excellent tool for defining strategical focus of procurement function but isn’t 

enough for SRM process (Park et al., 2010, p. 500). In traditional approach proposed by Kraljic 

the supplier groups weren’t assessed by their own performance but rather with overall market 

analysis which lead to generic strategic positions based purely on market positions instead of 

accounting also supplier performance (Kraljic, 1983, p. 113-115).  Therefore, the suppliers are 

analyzed with specified performance criteria to help to understand the different suppliers and 

their characteristics available. Chakraborty (2015, p. 29) lists as the most significant criteria 

the delivery performance (delivery time compliance and lead time), vendor replacement 

possibility, supplier relationship, quality performance (Goods are as in perfect condition and 

quantity of goods received is correct) and price. Olsen & Ellram (1997, p. 103-107) expand the 

idea of strict segments based on profit impact & supply risk into portfolio management idea 

where the supplier relationships are maintained with respect to their portfolio conducting from 

the profit impact, supply risk, supplier collaboration and supplier performance. To efficiently 

produce these required new portfolios, an algorithm could be more capable than human to 

distinct suppliers from each other and find patterns. 

 

The second stage of the first step is to create the action plans for different segments, or now 

portfolios, where the required activities and target states towards different portfolios are 

defined (Park et al., 2010, p. 501). The ability to have portfolios which take on account also 

parts of performance enable more specific and accurate plans for different supplier portfolios 

(Olsen & Ellram, 1997, p. 108-110). In traditional approach the plans for low-risk material 

suppliers were commonly the same and some high-risk suppliers might’ve had their own plans 

which has led into too general approaches (Park et al., 2010, p. 501). Distinction between 

“good” and “bad” performance forces procurement as a function into different strategies 

approaching the suppliers which will lead into more efficient relationships and therefore 

towards higher value creation in the value chain (Hald & Ellegaard, 2010, p. 890-891). 

 

Supplier selection is the second step of the SRM process where the suppliers are chosen into 

supplier pool to be used or left out from that pool due high risks, minimal profit impact, poor 

collaboration or bad performance (Park et al., 2010, p. 502). In supplier selection step the 

required performance levels of the suppliers for the variables formulated in first step are 

decided (Zimmer et al., 2015, p. 1413-1414). Supplier selection step might also include 

weighting of the criteria with respect to the strategy of the procurement organization (Lee et 

al., 2001, p. 310). With this variable evaluation even some full portfolios of suppliers could be 
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taken into hold-mode if the required variable performance levels are not met. Efficient supplier 

selection is always dependent on comprehensive and clear purchasing strategy & criteria 

where the variables and overall focus of the procurement are created and defined (Lee et al., 

2001, p. 310-311). 

 

The 3rd step of the SRM process is supplier collaboration where the chosen strategies are 

applied to the suppliers and the expectations are communicated both ways around (Park et 

al., 2010, p. 502). Oh & Rhee (2008, p. 492) classify the different parts of supplier collaboration 

into five main categories of: 

 

1) Collaborative communication 

2) Collaboration in product development 

3) Collaborative problem solving 

4) Strategic purchasing 

5) Supplier development. 

 

Collaborative communication means exchanging sensitive information between suppliers and 

procuring organization for the mutual benefit, mutual understanding and possible problem 

prevention. Collaboration in product development enables supplier to be involved in 

development of the final product to maybe adjust their offering or materials into required 

definitions beforehand in order to set the quality standards and other requirements correct in 

early stages of the product creation. Collaborative problem solving refers to activities 

performed in day-to-day operations between supplier and procuring organization regarding 

costs, deliveries and qualities of goods. Strategic purchasing in this dimension is related to 

communication between the supplier and procuring organization about the supplier 

performance on the chosen criteria and opportunity of procuring organization to change the 

supplier into more prominent one, if required. Supplier development refers to longer-term tasks 

agreed mutually between procuring organization and supplier to develop supplier capabilities 

and operations in co-operation towards more efficient relationship. Supplier collaboration is 

often measured via surveys targeted for the procuring organization resources who are in 

interface with the suppliers. Arranging these surveys periodically enables the procuring 

organization to see how the supplier collaboration evolves with suppliers. Typical questions in 

such surveys are, for example, the ability to co-operate, problem solving willingness and 

supplier flexibility in schedule or requirement changes (Oh & Rhee, 2008, p. 492-495, 498-

507). 
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The fourth step of SRM process is the supplier assessment where the supplier is evaluated 

with its strategic dimensions of profit impact and supply risk, and with its supplier specific 

qualities of performance and collaboration relationship (Park et al., 2010, p. 505). This 

evaluation is based on the criteria set up in the first step of the SRM process and each supplier 

is evaluated over time so their position can change over time from a portfolio to another 

portfolio. Schuh et al. (2014, p. 30) and Park et al. (2010, p. 505) define the portfolios into 

which the suppliers are re-evaluated, after the initial clustering and classification made in step 

1, based on their strategic- and supplier specific criteria development through the inspection 

cycle. Figure 4 presents a framework with sequence and the different possible portfolios of 

mitigate, improvement, maintenance, collaboration and integrate with their illustrative 

relationship to all the strategic- and supplier specific criteria truncated into illustrative two-

dimensional graph. The portfolios presented are directional, as some of the dimensions might 

not be relevant for all organizations, as the total quantity and definitions of portfolios are 

essentially derived from the supplier data and the procurement strategy of the organization at 

hand (Park et al., 2010, p. 505-507; Schuh et al., 2014, p. 29-34). Classification algorithms 

play a key role in this process of assigning new suppliers and re-assigning existing suppliers, 

as they develop continuously, into correct portfolios in technically mature organizations 

(Hudnurkar et al., 2015, p. 624-626).  

 

 

Figure 4. Supplier assessment framework and approach in two-dimensional graph, extended 

from Park et al. (2010, p. 505) and Schuh et al. (2014, p. 30). 
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Suppliers in “mitigate” portfolio, with transactional relationship and bad performance, are 

suppliers whom with the relationship isn’t properly working and the impact probably isn’t huge 

for procuring organization and the relationship with supplier should be disengaged but with 

openness and respect for possible future collaboration if the supplier develops (Schuh et al., 

2014, p. 38). The opposite end, with strategic relationship and great performance, is the 

“integrate” portfolio suppliers where the supplier relationship is special and is strategically 

important and the supplier performs extremely well. Supplier relationships in this portfolio 

should be nurtured with extra communications and level of co-operation and these suppliers 

should be considered as key suppliers (Schuh et al., 2014, p. 36). The suppliers in portfolio of 

“collaboration”, with either strategic relationship and good performance, collaborative 

relationship and good performance or collaborative relationship and great performance, are 

the ones where the relationship should be deepened on co-operation and find common goals 

to develop (Park et al., 2010, p. 506). “Maintain” portfolio suppliers, with transactional 

relationship and good or great performance, might be the easiest for procuring organization to 

cope with as with them everything seems to work well and the relationship with them doesn’t 

require to be deepened as their strategic qualities are not vital for the procuring organization 

(Park et al., 2010, p. 506). The last portfolio of “improvement” suppliers, with bad performance 

but either collaborative or strategic relationship, is complex as these suppliers are important in 

terms of their strategic variables, but their performance or collaboration is poor. Here the keys 

for the relationship is to intensively engage on development actions and immediate reactions 

for arising issues to steer the relationship into wanted direction (Schuh et al., 2014, p. 38). 

 

The fifth and the last part of the SRM process is the continuous development of the process 

and procurement strategy and criteria. To enable this kind of process to work and create value, 

the procuring organization is required to have suitable systems and tools where they can 

update the supplier information and data as well as follow their market- and supplier structure 

related risks (Park et al., 2010, p. 503). If the organization wants to be able to react to changes 

in their environment quickly, the continuous development is the key area as the supplier pool 

and content of discussions are derived from the supplier assessment and procurement 

strategy (Hald & Ellegaard, 2010, p. 888-891). Also, when the suppliers change and the 

environment changes, the procuring organization needs to review and maybe develop their 

strategy and criteria as new products might be needed or more data can be gathered from the 

suppliers (Lee et al., 2001, p. 316-317). As Manupati et al. (2018, p. 236-238) state the efficient 

classification and categorization algorithms are required for organizations to efficiently classify 

and categorize the suppliers into coherent portfolios based on data rather than human 
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interpretations of it. Doing the categorization and classification with data-based algorithm 

enables the procurement function to move towards data-driven decision making. 

 

Having introduced of what is supplier relationship management and why it is important for 

procurement function to be able to categorize and classify the suppliers properly into relevant 

portfolios, the next part will focus on theory on how the technical approach can be achieved. 

This chapter described the optimal situation of the process and research which might not be 

fully utilized during the analysis of the data due some datapoints might not be available. 

 

 

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MACHINE LEARNING 

 

This chapter introduces the theory on conducting the used analysis of the thesis. It focuses 

mainly on the process of conducting machine learning study with steps such as data pre-

processing, feature selection, data modeling in both supervised and unsupervised methods. 

In addition, this chapter will define what is machine learning and how to evaluate the results of 

the supervised machine learning algorithms. 

 

There are many overlapping definitions for machine learning (ML) but ML can be defined as 

algorithms and statistical models which can learn abstract concepts through examining a set 

of examples representing a concept (Badillo et al., 2020, p.871; Kubat, 2015, p.1). Learning 

can be interpreted as ability to improve the performance solving a problem with making 

observations of the environment and its behavior (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 693). An algorithm 

has learned when it performs its objective more efficiently or accurately than with the previous 

iteration. Humans learn also with same technique assigning attributes to a concept and in 

some utilizations machine learning is used for mimicking humanlike decision making in 

classification problems (Mello & Ponti, 2018, p. 1). For example, a small child would associate 

a beak, feathers and wings to birds whereas scales, fins and ability to live under the water 

would be associated with fish, hence having the ability to differentiate and classify these 

concepts of bird and fish. The other characteristic for machine learning models is that they can 

learn from the data without being clearly programmed with specific tasks to classify or regress 

(Liu et al., 2017). This enables the possibility to find relations on variables which were unknown 

prior applying machine learning algorithm. Discovering new relations on data enables the 

utilization of this new information to create new applications and enhancing processes. 
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Machine learning applications are traditionally classified in two different categories: Supervised 

learning algorithms and unsupervised learning algorithms (Clarke et al., 2009, p.231, 405). 

The main difference between those two different techniques is that in supervised learning the 

data is labelled and the goal is to predict the output whereas in unsupervised learning the data 

is unlabeled and the goal is to explore the data (Joshi, 2010, p. 10). Badillo et al. (2020, p. 

872) breaks unsupervised and supervised learning further into two subgroups where 

unsupervised learning is split into clustering and dimensionality reduction purposes and 

supervised learning is split into regression and classification purposes as is shown in figure 5. 

Some scholars acknowledge also a third machine learning main category, reinforced learning, 

where the datapoints are missing labels but the model interacts with the environment when 

trying to achieve the desired outcome, so it’s not totally unsupervised (Joshi, 2020, p.11). 

 

 

Figure 5. Taxonomy of machine learning categories (Badillo et al., 2020, p.872). 

 

In order to understand machine learning applications, it is vital to understand the main 

terminology used. The algorithm itself is function (or classifier in supervised learning specialize 

to classification) which performs the mathematical steps to data e.g. assigning instances into 

clusters or mapping typical attributes into different labels. Instance is one observation of 

interest and in datasets observations are presented in each row e.g. supplier X with feature A, 

B and C. A feature or an attribute is a variable which characterizes the observation e.g. supplier 

X has a feature A which is size with value “big” and it’s presented usually on the dataset as 

column. Term dimensionality refers to the quantity of different features or variables. A high-

dimensional dataset would have hundreds of features as exact amount of “high” isn’t defined. 

(Mello & Ponti, 2018, p. 2-3; Gollapudi, 2016, p. 7). 

 

Machine learning applications are usually a part of larger process like data analysis which 

consists of steps like data acquisition, data exploration, data preprocessing, dimensionality 
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reduction, data modeling and result evaluation (Tattar et al., 2017, p. 9-11; Garciá et al., 2015, 

p. 1-2). Machine learning is almost always conducted during data modeling part and it usually 

brings the most value from the data analysis process (Garciá et al., 2015, p. 2-6). The ordering 

of the data analysis process can’t be changed as each process step output serves as input for 

the next one but some of the steps can be left out as, for example, Badillo et al. (2020, p. 873) 

interprets data exploration as a voluntary step to be done if needed, and mentions the 

possibility to skip the data preprocessing and dimensionality reduction if the data is already in 

suitable format to be inputted into machine learning model. Afterall as machine learning is 

conducted in order to extract knowledge from data, the data analysis process and context are 

crucial to formulate the correct model and interpretations of it. 

 

3.1 Data preprocessing 

 

The purpose of data preprocessing in data analysis process is to prepare all the data to be 

ready for data modeling part as datasets in real world are rarely in a format to be utilized without 

any processing or modifications (Garciá et al., 2015, p. 10-11). As data can be acquired from 

multiple sources and in multiple formats the data can be messy and might be impossible to 

interpret by machine learning models (Nelli, 2018, p. 9-10). To tackle these problems Garciá 

et al. (2015, p. 11-13) have defined six different data preprocessing areas listed in table 2 with 

name of the area, goal of the area and examples of typical actions. The order of performing 

the activities isn’t defined and some of the areas can be conducted multiple or zero times 

during the data preprocessing phase. 
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Table 2. Names of preprocessing areas, goal of their activities and example actions as 

interpret by Garciá et al. (2015, p. 11-13). 

 

 

Data integration and data transformation are very common first steps for starting to gather data 

from different sources. Data integration is an easy pitfall spot where redundancies and 

inconsistencies could be accidentally made with poor integration methods (Garciá et al., 2015, 

p. 12). When merging data from two different tables the best way to ensure that merge 

accomplishes is that both tables have the same unique identifier available, meaning that the 

identifiers have 1:1 relationship (Wilton & Colby, 2005, p. 93). A well and precisely performed 

data integration eases the other parts of data preprocessing.  

 

Data transformation is essential since performing calculations and aggregations to the data 

requires the same data type of original values in R and other programming solutions (Venables 

et al., 2020, p. 7-8, 13). Most of the machine learning algorithms accept only numeric values 

as inputs when some of the raw data might have categorical values such as “male” or “female” 

(Potdar et al., 2017, p. 7). Potdar et al. (2017, p. 7) have presented ordinal coding as solution 

for categorical values where each of the category can be assigned with an integer and 

examples “male” and “female” are transformed into integers 1 representing “male” and 2 

representing “female”. One of problems with ordinal coding is if the integers aren’t transformed 

back to original values, the interpreter might have difficulties to understand the results. 
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Consolidations and aggregations of the data are vital for machine learning applications since 

original data may have multiple different observations of one investigated object. So, if there 

are multiple observations for one investigated object, the data needs to be consolidated into 

one observation for each investigated object with mathematical methods to enable comparison 

between these investigated objects (Clarke et al., 2009, p. 409). Most of the machine learning 

algorithms can not interpret three different rows from an imaginary company A to be one 

observation even if the purpose would be to study company A and not its different, for example, 

orders hence the requirement to consolidate these rows as one. 

 

Since most of the machine learning algorithms assume that the data is accurate, the data 

inputted should be as accurate as possible, but unfortunately real-world data gathered from all 

around is rarely accurate and complete (Luengo et al., 2020, p. 101). Data cleansing is the 

area in preprocessing where most of inaccurate of data is corrected, filtered or deleted (Garciá 

et al., 2015, p. 11). In real-life datasets most of the incorrect data come from human errors and 

mistakes which occur when inputting the data into user interfaces of different systems (Bai, 

2019, p. 3-4). Some datasets consist of diverse different categories of observations or 

variables which are not necessary in analysis so they can be just deleted during data cleansing. 

Cleansing should be done also to “dirty data”, meaning values which make no sense at all 

such as “elephant” on weight variable (Garciá et al., 2015, p. 11).  When data cleansing is 

done the dataset should have only the needed data and abnormalities should have been 

erased. 

 

Noise identification can also be seen as part of data cleansing but it has its own characteristic: 

the noisy datapoint looks correct by datatype but the variance is disturbingly high, value is 

particularly extreme (single variable noise) or the combination of values are odd on multiple 

variables (multivariate noise) (Ciaburro, 2017, p. 89). Defining the “extreme value” is often 

complicated and if the noise is multivariate, then the problem gets even more complex but 

noise can be observed with rules-of-thumb and some spatial characteristics, such as small 

clusters when plotting the data (Luengo et al., 2020, p.102). For single value noise with 

numerical data one good rule-of-thumb would be examining the values with more than three 

times the mean absolute deviation as these tend to be outliers (Ciaburro, 2017, p. 90). 

Multivariate noise detection is especially difficult when the variables on their own would seem 

viable, but the combination doesn’t make sense and therefore detection often needs human 

supervising (Luengo et al., 2020, p. 103; Ciaburro, 2017, p. 89). Noise identification is 

extremely important in machine learning applications since high quantity of noisy variables 
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create bias inside algorithm logic and may cause a totally different result than without the noise 

(Garciá et al., 2015, p. 107). 

 

Missing data imputation is an important part of preprocessing as missing data is regularly 

encountered by numerous people working with real-world datasets (Cheema, 2014, p. 487). 

As a good example, Honeywell corporation, a worldwide operating company specialized in 

databases and data-led solutions, has more than 50 % of its values missing inside the 

databases they are maintaining (Zhu et al., 2010, p. 61). The problem with missing data is that 

it highly affects the results derived from the analysis and it is a major issue especially in 

datasets gathered with questionnaires (Peyre et al., 2010, p. 287-288). One way to deal with 

incomplete data is just to delete the observations having incomplete values but often that 

approach is not applicable due to data sparsity and a need of larger dataset and therefore 

many approaches to fill the incomplete data have been designed (Merkle, 2011, p. 257-258). 

 

One of the most used method categories to complete the incomplete data is imputation in 

which the aim is to replace the missing values with estimated ones (Mohamed et al., 2014, 

p.35). There are multiple different imputation methods and finding the most suitable one 

requires understanding of the nature of missing values as it affects the imputation methods 

(Wei et al., 2018, p.1-2, 8). There are three types of missing value occurrences: missing 

completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR) 

where the relation of missing data is different towards the rest of the data (Di Guida et al., 

2016, p. 2-3). MCAR data is not related to any of the variables (predictors) or responses in the 

dataset making it independent from all the other values, MAR data is dependent on some other 

or more variables than itself, for example as gender affects the probable height, meaning other 

variables in the dataset may predict the missing value, and the last type, MNAR, reflects 

situations where the missing value is dependent on the values of the same variable (Brown & 

Kros, 2003, p. 3; Cheema, 2014, p. 490-492). A good working assumption is that if the data is 

MCAR the more simplistic methods are usable as predictive power doesn’t help in those 

situations but on MNAR and MAR situations a more refined methods tend to be more powerful 

(Gorelick, 2004, p. 2-4).  

 

Multiple imputation methods have been proposed by scholars but due to its simplicity and ease 

of use, a mean imputation is a popular method to handle missing data (Brown & Kros, 2003, 

p. 615). It is a quick way to impute all the missing values with mean of the observed instances 

inside one variable or with median if the data is known skewed (Brown & Kros, 2003, p. 615). 
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It has many drawbacks especially if the proportion of missing value is high since it decreases 

the standard error making variance estimates misleading and it diminishes perceived 

correlations because of repetitive value (Cheema, 2014, p. 493; Brown & Kros, 2003, p. 615). 

Mean imputation is recommended to use on MCAR data and only on lowly related MNAR or 

MAR data (Di Guida et al., 2016, p. 92). Some other imputation methods include hot-deck 

imputation where the missing values are estimated using observed values from the same 

dataset and it is particularly popular in surveys and applicable especially on MNAR data 

(Cheema, 2014, p. 494-495). MAR data imputation is effective with methods which utilize 

regression or classification modeling which take advantage on correlations disclosed between 

the different variables (Mohamed et al., 2014, p. 35). Even those models produce often the 

most accurate and least biased results they are mathematically complex, conducting such 

models takes knowledge and time and they’re by far the most computationally expensive (Zhu 

et al., 2012, p. 62-65). 

 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction & feature selection 

 

Real-life datasets often contain a lot of data features on the specific matter which might not be 

at all important or necessary for the modeling problem at hand (Freeman et al., 2014, p. 1812). 

Li et al. (2010, p. 2) discuss on two different categories of reducing dimensionality: methods 

which maps the high dimensional features to a totally new feature space composed of lower 

dimensionality (also known as feature extraction) and then to more traditional feature selection 

methods where some original features might be dropped out from the dataset with specified 

criteria. In short feature selection is a process to find the optimal subset of features with certain 

rules based on data at hand (Garciá et al., 2015, p. 163). This optimal subset or feature space 

should describe the modeling problem properly and minimize the degeneration of performance 

(Bolón-Canedo et al., 2015, p. 14). In more practical approach feature selection would be 

choosing the suitable features from the dataset or creating totally new features capturing the 

characteristics of old features for the used machine learning algorithm. The goal of feature 

selection is to maximize the model performance, reduce the complexity and computational 

requirements of the dataset, prevent the model from learning false associations from data and 

achieving more understanding the underlying relations with less complex results (Jiang & 

Wang, 2015, p. 203; Cannas et al., 2013, p. 1446). The importance of feature selection process 

increases together with the amount of data and especially in big data applications feature 

selection is essential step ensuring the correct results and interpretations of machine learning 

applications (Luengo et al., 2020, p. 4). Since in this study the feature extraction method is 
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used to do feature selection (forming subsets instead of creating new variables) from this 

forward it will be addressed as one dimension of feature selection. 

 

Feature selection methods can be divided into two different main classes which are the filter 

and wrapper methods (Kubat, 2015, p. 205). Filtering methods are the simpler of these two 

and the purpose for filtering methods is to select features on evaluation measures such as 

information, distance, dependency or consistency measures (Garciá et al., 2015, p. 173). The 

most common filtering method is a ranker algorithm which ranks and orders the features by 

calculating their usability for the model used with specific criteria (Freeman et al., 2014, p. 

1813). Then the selection of needed variables is done according to some threshold, quantity 

of features or with cross-validation (Kubat, 2015, p. 205). Filtering methods are popular due to 

their low computational cost, ability to be generalized easily and since filter methods are totally 

independent from other parts of data analysis process it can be used with any ML algorithm 

(Bolón-Canedo, 2015, p. 16; Blum & Langley, 1997, p. 254-255). The main problem on filter 

methods is that it might keep variables which have clear relationships because they ignore 

those intervariable connections on multiple variables when focusing on a single two-variable 

connection alone (Freeman et al., 2014, p. 1814). 

 

Wrapper methods utilize the specific machine learning algorithm to evaluate different 

combinations of subsets and chooses the subset performing with highest predicting accuracy 

(Garciá et al., 2015, p. 174-175). Wrapper methods give the best subset to be used but 

because wrapper acts as a black box the analyst can’t know how the algorithm settle upon the 

result (Li et al., 2010, p. 3). As wrapper methods take in account single variables and all the 

relationships to other variables it is more comprehensive than filter method and it doesn’t 

require specifying the correct quantity of variables (González et al., 2019, p. 408). Due their 

nature to utilize machine learning in the evaluation process the wrapper methods are more 

complex, both process and computational way, and when the dimensionality gets higher the 

more time and power the wrapper method requires (Solorio-Fernández et al., 2016, p. 866-

867). 

 

Even feature extraction methods are mainly used for deriving a new set of variables which are 

a combination of original dimensions they can be also used for feature selection due their 

ability to express the contribution and importance of original variables in the new combined 

variables (Alpaydin & Bach, 2014, p. 116, 124; Kassambra, 2017, p.56-58). Feature extraction 

methods can be performed in many ways but usually they are divided within supervised and 
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unsupervised methods or linear and non-linear combinations based on their attributes 

(Alpaydin & Bach, 2014, p. 116). Advantages in feature extraction methods are that you can 

compress information from a very high quantity of variables into significantly smaller quantity 

of variables by transforming the data and then maybe discarding some of the new dimensions 

with some criteria (Joshi, 2020, p. 25-26). If the original data is selected carefully and the 

variables aren’t related with each other the feature extraction methods don’t perform so well 

as they rely on finding similar information from multiple variables and then compressing it. 

 

3.2.1 Principal component analysis 

 

Principal component analysis, also known as PCA, is an algorithm which is commonly used 

for reducing the dimensionality by seeking projections that capture the most information of the 

data judging by its variance (Fernandez et al., 2016, p. 1397). PCA is utilizing linear 

transformations to generate new orthogonal variables known as principal components which 

are ordered by the quantity of variance they explain (Ivosev et al., 2008, p. 4934). Technically, 

the principal components are just normalized eigenvectors of the covariance or correlation 

matrix of the original data that are orthogonal or directionally uncorrelated (Ringnér, 2008, p. 

303). PCA is highly used tool amongst many fields studying data because of its simplicity and 

ability to be extended further i.e. Fuzzy-PCA (Sârbu & Pop, 2005, p. 1215). 

 

Abdi & Williams (2010, p. 434) state that the four main goals of PCA to effectively reduce the 

dimensionality are: 

1. Capture from the original data its most important information 

2. Condense the original data keeping only the important information 

3. Make the description of the original data less complex 

4. Analyze the structure of the data, both features and objects. 

 

Especially for this study the first, second and the fourth parts recognized by Abdi & Williams 

(2010, p. 434) are extremely important since they enable the examination of the data and its 

structure in feature selection point of view rather than feature extraction point of view. The 

variable structure knowledge and behavior interpretation enables analyzing variable 

combinations and their significance towards explaining sample clusters (Ivosev et al., 2008, p. 

4934). 
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Understanding PCA requires some understanding of linear algebra but for any linear 

combination 𝒙𝑻𝒚 =  ∑ 𝒙𝒊𝒚𝒊𝒊  the variance can be computed with: 

𝑬 {(𝒙𝑻𝒚)
𝟐

} = 𝒙𝑻𝑪𝒙                                                      (1) 

 

where the C denotes the covariance matrix E { yyT } and x and y are vectors. Since the first 

principal component is required to have maximum variance the PCA problem can be 

presented, assuming the mean to be zero, as: 

    𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝒙:‖𝒙‖=𝟏

𝒙𝑻𝑪𝒙   (2)  

                                          
   

Because the nature of the covariance matrix requires symmetry 𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝒛𝒊, 𝒛𝒋) = 𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝒛𝒋, 𝒛𝒊) the 

covariance matrix can be formulated as a product of: 

 

                       𝑪 =  𝑶𝑫𝑶𝑻    (3) 

 

where D is diagonal matrix with D = diag(λ1, . . .,λm) and O is an orthogonal matrix. The columns 

in matrix O are eigenvectors and the diagonal values λ are eigenvalues. Now when combining 

the formulas 2 and 3 and changing variable 𝒘 =  𝑶𝑻𝒙 we get: 

 

 𝒙𝑻𝑪𝒙 =  𝒙𝑻𝑶𝑫𝑶𝑻𝒙 =  𝒘𝑻𝑫𝒘 = ∑ 𝒘𝒊
𝟐𝝀𝒊𝒊                                         (4) 

 

Having O as orthogonal, ||w|| = ||x||, the constraint stays the same for w as it was for x. 

Finally, the problem can be transformed into its final form: 

 

𝐦𝐚𝐱
∑ 𝒘𝒊

𝟐=𝟏
∑ 𝒘𝒊

𝟐𝝀𝒊𝒊                                                          (5) 

 

From this last formula we can easily find the first principal component when the wi
2 

corresponding to the biggest λi equals to one and the others equal zero. The second principal 

component can be found the same way by making the new x orthogonal to the first eigenvector 

and when x equals the eigenvector corresponding the 2nd biggest eigenvalue and the same 

logic works with nth principal component. (Fernandez et al., 2016, p. 1397-1398; Hyvärinen et 

al., 2009, p. 117-119). 
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With knowledge obtained above the PCA transformation can be done for a dataset with a few 

simple steps: 

1. Mean-centering the data 

2. Calculate the covariance matrix 

3. Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and organize 

them with decreasing eigenvalues 

4. Select an optimal subset of eigenvectors to be used as new base vectors 

5. Project the original data on the new base 

 

where optimal subset should contain as few principal components with reasonable enough 

value of variance (Fernandez et al., 2016, p. 1397-1398). There is a trade-off between the 

number of variables used and information kept: the more variables are dropped away then 

more information is lost (Brusco et al., 2009, p. 705). Choosing the optimal size of the subset 

can be a bit difficult and Brusco et al. (2009, p. 705-706) show in their work that finding the 

actual optimum without sophisticated methods can be error prone and misleading. However, 

choosing the suitable subset to represent the original data well enough can be calculated with 

rule-of-thumb formula: 

 

 
∑ 𝑶[𝒌,𝒌]𝑳

𝒌=𝟏

∑ 𝑶[𝒌,𝒌]𝒏
𝒌=𝟏

≅ 𝟎, 𝟗  (6) 

 

where n denotes the original amount of variables and L is 𝟏 ≤ 𝑳 ≤ 𝒏 and value 0,9 indicates 

just approximate starting value for evaluating the sufficient variation explained as that value is 

highly dependent on the characteristics of the original data (Fernandez et al., 2016, p. 1398; 

Cangelosi & Goriely, 2007, p. 2-3). Practically this means that one should choose as few 

variables as possible while maintaining required variation explained. In this work the projection 

of the data into a new plane isn’t the goal but understanding the most important principal 

components which explain enough variance are interesting as they bring the understanding of 

important features. 

 

In order to understand the generated principal components and which original variables are 

the most important towards variance, a concept of variable contribution of component has been 

made. Variable contribution of component explains how much each of the original variables 

contribute to the principal component with value between 0 and 1 and where sum of all variable 

contributions is 1. The contribution of variable j to component h can be calculated as: 
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                                                              𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒋,𝒉 =
𝒇𝒋,𝒉

𝟐

𝝀𝒉
 (7) 

 

where λh is the hth components corresponding eigenvalue and fj,h is the factor score value for 

corresponding eigenvalue and principal component. With contribution of variables the most 

important original variables, in terms of variance explained, can be found and in feature 

selection process those can be maintained into dataset and less explaining variables can be 

erased from the dataset. (Abdi & Williams, 2010, p. 3-5). 

 

3.2.2 Pearson correlation coefficient 

 

One simple filter-based approach to feature selection is Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) 

which is simple, yet efficient, method to determine redundant features (García et al, 2015, p. 

42). PCC is evaluating the connectivity and relationship between two vectors and it bases on 

the covariance matrix of the data (Mu et al., 2018, p. 42). Correlation based methods, like PCC, 

are the most common filter methods used in feature selection and PCC is probably the most 

used of them (DeepaLakshmi & Velmurugan, 2016, p. 2). 

 

The formula for calculating PCC is a very simple one:  

 

𝑷𝑪𝑪(𝒙𝒊, 𝒙𝒋) =
𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝒙𝒊,𝒙𝒋)

√𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝒙𝒊)×𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝒙𝒋)
                                                 (8) 

 

where xi and xj  are vectors (or variables), var denotes for variance and cov denotes for the 

covariance between those vectors (Xu et al., 2017, p. 1975). Notable from the formula is that 

PCC is symmetric due characteristics of covariance matrix, meaning that 𝑃𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) =

𝑃𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑗, 𝑥𝑖) (Mu et al., 2018, p. 42). Results from the PCC are also simple as the values range 

from −1 ≤ 𝑃𝐶𝐶 ≤ 1 where -1 means a perfect negative correlation and 1 means a perfect 

positive correlation (García et al., 2015, p. 42). If two variables are positively correlated then 

when the one increases the other increases too and if they are negatively correlated then 

increasing the one decreases the other (García et al., 2015, p. 42). Ideally the features which 

are left into original dataset are not correlated or are very little correlated with each other so 

the ideal value for PCC between two features is 0 (García et al., 2015, p. 42). 
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Even the results of PCC are simple the interpretation could be a bit more ambiguous. Defining 

“weak” and “strong” relationships is again highly based on the original data and its 

characteristics. Every relationship value provided by PCC should be examined in the context 

of the data and the scientific question at hand. Some rules-of-thumb are made and in table 3 

can be found the steps and interpretation for one example how to interpret different 

correlations. From there can be said that a PCC over 0,7 or under -0,7 indicates strong or very 

strong correlation. (Schober et al., 2018, p. 1765). 

 

 

 

Table 3. Example interpretations from Pearson correlation coefficient values adapting Schober 

et al. (2018, p. 1765). 

 

 

3.3 Unsupervised learning 

 

As stated before, the unsupervised learning is one type of machine learning application where 

the data does not have labels. The goal of the unsupervised learning is to find connections, 

patterns and similarities from the data (Badillo et al., 2020, p. 873). Understanding the structure 

of the data might help to choose a better algorithm for supervised learning or choosing a more 

adequate set of initial variables to use (Joshi, 2020, p. 133). Unsupervised learning is also 

valuable indeed in situations where the data is required to label for further processing or for 

supervised algorithm to use (Joshi, 2020, p. 133). As the data in this study is unlabeled, the 

unsupervised learning techniques enable efficient labeling and give opportunity for the user to 

enhance their process with unsupervised learning. 
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To understand how dimensionality reduction can be considered part of unsupervised learning 

is simple: dimensionality reduction addresses datasets descriptive statistics patterns, 

connections and similarities to find lower-dimensional layers of the data space that are 

representing the highest data density (Hastie et al., 2017, p. 486). Multiple dimensionality 

reduction algorithms, like PCA, were developed before the term “Machine Learning” even was 

founded but multiple other dimensionality reduction algorithms are developed recently to 

address new problems in data analysis and of some which combine successfully supervised 

and supervised learning to reduce dimensionality (Badillo et al., 2020, p. 874-875). 

 

Clustering is part of unsupervised learning and the objective of cluster analysis is to provide 

knowledge from the data by dividing the observations into different groups of observations 

(Wu, 2012, p. 2). The goal of defining these clusters from the data is that the intra-cluster 

similarity is being maximized and inter-cluster similarity is being minimized (Sharma & Yadav, 

2013, p. 207). Wu (2012, p. 2) identifies two major purposes for clustering analysis to exist: 

understanding and utilization. Understanding refers to ability to find and extract meaningful 

clusters of observations that are similar and have the same characteristics and utilization refers 

to ability to understand what does a representative example of single cluster look like according 

to statistical values (Wu, 2012, p. 2). The cluster analysis methods can be divided roughly into 

three different main categories: hierarchical clustering, partitional clustering and density-based 

clustering as presented in figure 6 (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 29, 34, 51; Wu, 2012, p.4-

5). 

 

 

Figure 6. Cluster analysis methods classification. 
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Hierarchical clustering methods create a cluster hierarchy where each pair of observations or 

clusters are progressively nested into a bigger cluster until everything is in one cluster (Revathy 

et al., 2017, p. 164). They produce tree-like structures which are called dendrograms like in 

figure 7 (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 29). Hierarchical clustering is based on distances 

between observations and linkage criteria between new clusters and existing clusters (Yang 

et al., 219, p. 12-13). Hierarchical clustering can be split into two main approaches: divisive 

and agglomerative (Chormunge et al., 2014, p. 92). The difference is that agglomerative 

approach is “bottom-up” and starts from individual observations merging them based on 

distances and criteria until one cluster is left, where the divisive approach is “top-down” and 

starts from a single cluster and splits it based on distances and criteria until there are as many 

clusters as there are observations or if some kind of stopping criteria is met e.g. number of 

clusters (Chormunge et al., 2014, p. 92). 

 

 

Figure 7. An example of hierarchical clustering result as dendrogram. 

 

Partitional clustering methods divide the data into clusters which are disjointed by partitioning 

the data into K partitions which represent a cluster (Yue et al., 2016, p. 1127-1130). Partitional 

methods require the quantity of clusters to be predefined in order to function and the algorithm 

then clusters the data into these clusters by satisfying two rules: each cluster must have at 

least one observation and each observation can be in one cluster only (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 

2018, p. 34). Partitional methods are based on distances and iterative rounds to minimize an 
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objective function to satisfy the condition, for example, in terms of WSS (within sum of squares) 

of similar clusters (Yue et al., 2016, p. 1130). The most known partitional clustering algorithm 

is a K-means algorithm with its all variations e.g. fuzzy K-means, kernel K-means and genetic 

K-means (Bagirov et al., 2020, p. 10). 

 

Density-based clustering methods takes the cluster as a dense region of observations which 

is neighbored by regions which have low densities (Wu, 2012, p. 4). These clustering methods 

comes especially convenient when the clusters are in non-convex shapes and the data 

contains a lot of noise and outliers as can be seen from figure 8 (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, 

p. 51). Density-based methods base on distances but rather than comparing the distance to 

centrum it takes in account the inter-observation distances (Chormunge et al., 2014, p. 93). A 

few known density-based clustering algorithms are DBSCAN and DENCLUE (Wu, 2012, p. 4). 

Density-based methods tend to have two drawbacks: they might lack a bit of interpretability 

and if a cluster is having one more dense area and one lower density area it might be less 

informative than some other clustering algorithm (Chormunge et al., 2014, p. 93).  

 

 

Figure 8. An example of density-based clustering method based on R-package “factoextra” 

multishapes dataset (Kassambra, 2020, p. 80). 
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3.3.1 K-means clustering 

 

K-means clustering algorithm is a partitional clustering algorithm which tries iteratively to 

minimize the total WSS (Mouton et al., 2020, p. 2). K-means algorithm divides the observations 

into nearest clusters seeking the local optimum solutions where the observations will not move 

into new clusters whenever a new iteration round is applied or the change of cluster will not 

improve the total WSS (Hartigan & Wong, 1979, p. 100-101). Since K-means is based on 

distance metrics such as Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance it is especially efficient on 

numerical datasets (Thakare & Bagal, 2015, p. 13-14). Sometimes K-means algorithm is also 

known as Lloyd’s algorithm as it was introduced by Stuart Lloyd in 1957 (Thakare & Bagal, 

2015, p. 13). 

 

The objective function for K-means algorithm can be formulated as following: 

 

𝐦𝐢𝐧
{𝒃𝒊},𝟏≤𝒊≤𝒌

∑ ∑ 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕(𝒙𝒋, 𝒃𝒊)
𝒎𝒊
𝒋=𝟏

𝒌
𝒊=𝟏              (9) 

 

where bi is the centroid of the corresponding cluster, mi is the number of observations 

belonging to cluster i, xj is the observation belonging to cluster i and dist refers to distance 

function used (Wu, 2012, p. 7-8). According to Thakare & Bagal (2015, p.13-15) the Euclidean 

distance is the most common one and they conclude that the performance of K-means 

clustering algorithm highly depends on the data and distance measure metric used. If the data 

is not numerical and is, for example, categorical then the choosing the distance metric is 

extremely important as categorical data can’t express statistical measures and distance 

measure will affect the result (Chen & Yin, 2018, p. 160). 

 

The K-means clustering algorithm is straightforward when the quantity of clusters is 

determined: 

 

Step 1. Choose randomly the initial k cluster centers from the observation space 

Step 2. Assign each of the observations into the nearest cluster with chosen distance 

metric 

Step 3. Update the new cluster center based on observations assigned into that specific 

cluster 
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Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no observation changes cluster improving total WSS 

or until some specific defined stopping criteria fulfills (Revathy et al., 2017, p. 165). 

 

The advantages of K-means clustering algorithm is that it is simple and sufficiently robust along 

with high efficiency and ability to cope with most of the data types. If the dataset consists only 

of plain numerical variables, then the K-means algorithm is always a good option. Data with 

complex properties such as high-dimensionality, class imbalances and poor standardization 

might require enhancing K-means algorithm with different techniques, yet the principle of the 

algorithm will remain the same. The problems related to K-means are in its ability to perform 

with non-globular clusters and it is prone to outliers but either way the advantages are more 

severe than problems. (Wu, 2012, p. 8). 

 

3.3.2 Defining the correct quantity of clusters 

 

The number of the clusters is sometimes unknown and many clustering algorithms, especially 

partitional algorithms, require the quantity of clusters predefined in order to work (Hartigan & 

Wong, 1979, p. 100-101). Choosing the right quantity of clusters is important since excessive 

quantity of clusters makes the result almost impossible to understand and too low quantity of 

clusters will result loss of information and possibly incorrect decisions (Celebi & Aydin, 2016, 

p. 73-74). This means that a trade-off exists between suitable quantity of clusters and “perfect” 

unambiguous clusters. To establish the appropriate value of clusters with “k” representing the 

quantity of clusters is done by generating a partition quality measure of q(k) and then 

calculating a value of k which optimizes the measure (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 165). 

These quality measure values are highly dependent of the data itself (Chiang & Mirkin, 2010, 

p. 4-5). Depending on the data there might be simpler ways to determine the quantity of 

clusters and therefore approaches deriving the k can be roughly divided into three main 

categories and their sub-categories according to Wierzchon & Klopotek (2012, p. 165) and 

Chiang & Mirkin (2010, p. 8): 

 

1. Data visualization approaches 

2. Heuristic approaches 

3. Quality measure approaches 

a. Variance-based methods: optimizing variance led functions by changing the 

value of k 
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b. Structural methods: comparison of intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster 

separation with different values of k 

c. Consensus distribution methods: Utilizing consensus matrix for different sets of 

clusterings on different k value 

d. Hierarchical methods: Choosing the value of k by judging the result of divisive 

or agglomerative clustering process 

e. Resampling methods: Evaluating the value of k by clustering results of sampled 

data 

 

Data plotting for visualization purposes is very simple and always recommended to perform 

especially on low-dimensional data to obtain understanding of data structure (Miller, 2017, p. 

7-9). For example: a simple scatter plot might reveal clear clusters from the data space. For 

high-dimensional data, the data visualization can be done by projecting the data into bi- or tri-

dimensional space (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 165). However sometimes data 

visualization for cluster seeking isn’t even an option due to inability to compress the high-

dimensional data information into 2d- or 3d plane. 

 

Heuristic approaches include rules-of-thumb, like 𝒌 ≈  √𝒗/𝟐, where v is the quantity of 

observations, or the elbow method (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 167). Elbow method 

requires running the clustering algorithm with different value of k and then gathering the total 

within sum of squares (total WSS) for each values of k in line graph (Fattah et al., 2016, p. 15). 

Then the object is to find the quantity of clusters after which the information add is minimal 

meaning finding the value of k after which the curve flattens, creating an angle of “elbow” 

(Paternina et al., 2018, p. 173). The total WSS can be calculated using Euclidean distance 

with formula: 

 

𝒕𝑾𝑺𝑺 =  ∑ ∑ ‖𝒙𝒋 − 𝒃𝒊‖
𝟐𝒎𝒊

𝒋=𝟏
𝒌
𝒊=𝟏                                          (10) 

 

where there is mi points x1, …, xmi in cluster i, a set of clusters  C = (C1, …, Ck) and the bi is 

the cluster centroid calculated as: 

 

𝒃 =  
𝟏

𝒎
∑ 𝒙𝒋

𝒎
𝒋=𝟏                                                         (11) 
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where b represents one cluster centroid with m points (Bhargavi & Gowda, 2015, p. 3675). 

One downside of the elbow metric is that it only takes on account the cohesion inside clusters 

but doesn’t address the similarity or dissimilarity between the clusters (Fattah et al., 2016, p. 

15). The second downside of elbow method is the ambiguousness since it reaches the optimal 

value when there are as many clusters as there are observations and finding a coherent 

“elbow” can be extremely difficult (Paternina et al., 2018, p. 173). 

 

One of the popular variance-based quality measures is called Calinski-Harabasz index (CH 

index) (Chiang & Mirkin, 2010, p. 9). The CH index is calculated with formula: 

 

𝑪𝑯(𝒌) =
𝒕𝑩𝑺𝑺

𝒕𝑾𝑺𝑺
×

𝒎−𝒌

𝒌−𝟏
                   (12) 

 

where m is the amount of observations and total between cluster sum of squares tBSS = TSS 

– tWSS, where TSS is equal to: 

 

𝑻𝑺𝑺 =  ∑ (𝒙𝒊 − �̅�)𝟐𝒎
𝒊=𝟏                   (13) 

 

where TSS means total sum of squares and �̅� is vectorized notation of the mean of m points 

(Celebi & Aydin, 2016, p. 81). With CH index the optimal value for k is when the k maximizes 

the function (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 170). Chiang & Mirkin (2010, p. 9) conclude that 

multiple researches have conducted the best results with CH index on different datasets and 

CH index was utilized by many authors for the cluster quantity choosing. 

 

Silhouette index or silhouette width is a structural method which utilizes the quality scores of 

separate points of clustering and uses point-wise approximations for average quality 

estimation (Celebi & Aydin, 2016, p. 79). It measures inside-cluster cohesion and clusters 

separation from the rest of the clusters (Chiang & Mirkin, 2010, p. 11). The formula for 

calculating the silhouette width for one point is: 

 

𝑺(𝒊) =
𝒃(𝒊)−𝒂(𝒊)

𝐦𝐚𝐱 (𝒂(𝒊),𝒃(𝒊))
                      (14) 

 

where a(i) equals the average distance between the point and other points inside the same 

cluster and b(i) equals the minimum of the average distance between the point and every other 

point which are in each of the other clusters (Wierzchon & Klopotek, 2018, p. 166). The values 
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are between -1 and 1 in silhouette, where 1 means that assignment to cluster is perfect, 0 

means that the observation could be as well assigned in the other cluster and -1 means that 

assignment to cluster is totally incorrect (Chiang & Mirkin, 2010, p. 11). The total silhouette 

value can be calculated as: 

 

𝑺 =  
𝟏

𝒎
∑ 𝑺(𝒊)𝒎

𝒊=𝟏                   (15) 

 

where the higher the silhouette value is, the better the clustering (Celebi & Aydin, 2016, p. 79). 

 

 

3.4 Supervised learning 

 

Supervised machine learning can be understood as an algorithm learning to regress or classify 

data based on given labels on observations, as stated before. To be more precise, the 

supervised learning can be understood as a learning type with capability from observing 

exemplary pairs of inputs and outputs and learning the connection mapping inputs into outputs 

(Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 695). The inputs and outputs are numbers and explaining values 

(Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 695). The goal of supervised learning is to predict the correct output 

as accurately as possible while being able to generalize the prediction ability on new 

observations with the same variables (Clarke et al., 2009, p. 231-232). 

 

Supervised machine learning applications can be categorized into regression problems and 

classifications problems (Badillo et al., 2020, p. 872). The regression problem tries to predict 

outputs for each of the inputs where the classification problem assigns each input into a finite 

discrete set of numbers or factors (Bishop, 2006, p. 4). A practical explanation is that 

regression problem tries to predict the correct value and classification problem tries to predict 

the correct category or class. Although there may be some overlaps on algorithm usage and 

few algorithms can be used for both problems they are evaluated differently as classification 

problem can be evaluated for instance on its accuracy and regression problem can be 

evaluated for instance with root mean square error (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 695-696). As 

this study focuses on classifying observations, we will focus more on that area. 

 

In order to learn and perform its purpose the supervised learning algorithm needs at least two 

different datasets: training and testing sets (Fernandes de Mello & Ponti, 2018, p. 2). Training 

dataset is used for algorithm to learn these connections between the inputs and outputs and 
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tuning the hyperparameters (Yang & Shami, 2020, p. 295-296). To tune the hyperparameters 

efficiently in more complex supervised learning problems the training set is split into training 

and validation set where the validation set is used for measuring the performance of different 

settings of hyperparameters (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 709). The testing set is used after the 

algorithm is trained to measure its performance on new and unseen data, and validate its final 

usability (Kubat, 2015, p. 11-12). For this split into different sets to be feasible the stationarity 

assumption must be true which means that training, validation and testing sets from come from 

the same distribution having approximately the same mean, variance and autocorrelation 

(Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 708). 

 

The hyperparameter tuning is the process to optimize the hyperparameters used for 

configuring the model before running it. ANN models, for example, have two different types of 

parameters: model parameters, such as neuron weights, and hyperparameters which define 

the architecture of the whole model. Having the correct model and optimized hyperparameters 

very often make the distinction between a very poor and general model and model with high 

accuracy and high enough level generalization abilities which makes the hyperparameter 

tuning extremely important. The tuning happens manually by following rules-of-thumb and 

measuring the performance on validation set with different hyperparameter values or by using 

automatized searching techniques such as grid search or Bayesian optimization. (Yang & 

Shami, 2020, p. 295-296; Wistuba et al., 2018, p. 43-45). 

 

One of the most important aspects of supervised machine learning is fitting the model (Clarke 

et al., 2009, p. 4-5). Concepts of overfitting and underfitting possess a real danger for either 

performance or generalization of the model and these problems derive two sources of error 

existing naturally in classification problems: variance and bias errors (Fernandes de Mello & 

Ponti, 2018, p. 98-99). Variance error exhibits the distance of the classifier performance from 

optimal solution and it derives from the variance of the data as training sets are never able to 

capture the full variance of the whole dataset (Kubat, 2015, p. 193-194). Bias error exhibits the 

distance from chosen classifier to optimal classifier in space of all classifiers and it derives from 

the chosen algorithm and its ability to cope the given dataset (Kubat, 2015, p. 194). A good 

example from high bias error would be using distance-based algorithm for categorical data 

which by its nature can’t understand that difference of classes 1 and 2 is equal to difference of 

classes 1 and 3 even though their “distance” is higher. In total variance error and bias error 

generate the total error of the model which should be minimized (Fernandes de Mello & Ponti, 

2018, p. 99). 
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The problem within model fitting is that a trade-off exists between bias and variance errors 

(Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 696). Choosing a larger training dataset leads to smaller bias 

related errors but it increases the variance related errors as the classifier specializes more on 

training data and loses gradually its ability to generalize and correctly classify new observations 

from observation space (Kubat, 2015, p. 193-194). Thinking of classifiers, choosing classifier 

with stronger bias will lead to smaller variance error as the classifier is able to predict with 

broader set of observations but loses gradually its ability to predict the specific task at hand 

(Kubat, 2015, p. 193-194). Overfitted model has small bias related error and high variance 

related error and underfitted model has small variance related error and high bias related error. 

The optimum lies somewhere between these errors and its highly related on the data at hand 

and the level of specialization the classification problem requires (Blanc & Setzer, 2019, p. 

5271). 

 

The objectives for splitting the data are following: the algorithm to-be-trained should be fed as 

much training data as possible and the test set should have enough samples to have explaining 

statistical confidence (Joshi, 2020, p. 169). Basic solution would be holdout method where the 

original dataset would be divided into training and test sets with division of 70-80 % into training 

set and 20-30 % into test set depending on data and its abilities (Joshi, 2020, p.169). Then the 

training set would be again split with same proportions into training and validation sets. This 

approach can be quite problematic, especially with sparse dataset, since excluding both testing 

and validation datasets from the training phase might not leave enough training data to model 

be able to specialize to the problem at hand (Bishop, 2006, p. 32). 

 

One classic method to address this problem is k-fold cross-validation procedure (Clarke et al., 

2009, p. 27). In k-fold cross-validation the training data is split into k subsets of similar size 

(folds) and then for each of the subsets the model is trained on the remaining subsets and 

evaluated on subset chosen for validation (Chollet, 2018, p. 113). The k-fold cross-validation 

score is the mean of validation scores of each k (Chollet, 2018, p. 113). Typically, the k is 

between 5 and 15 depending on the data but it might be even lower on especially sparse data 

(Clarke et al., 2009, p. 28). The k-fold cross-validation is beneficial when the chosen model 

exhibits great variance between different training set splits since it enables the change of 

validation set (Chollet, 2018, p. 113). Exemplary 4-fold cross-validation is presented in figure 

9. 
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Figure 9. An example and idea of 4-fold cross-validation. 

 

 

3.4.1 Artificial neural networks 

 

The artificial neural networks (ANN’s) might be the most known modern machine learning 

applications and there’s a lot of buzz around the concept and its possibilities. ANN’s are 

networks of nodes or so-called neurons which are interconnected with directional links (Russell 

& Norvig, 2010, p. 728). As the term Artificial suggests the ANN’s mimic the structure of human 

brain which are built on electronic signals going from neuron to neuron with axioms and 

synapses (links or edges in ANN’s) without biological weaknesses, such as cell degenerations, 

leading to errors (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 10-11; 728; Lahtinen et al., 1996, p. 213). In ANN’s 

the neurons act as individual processors for inputs to generate outputs sent to other neurons 

via links which are weighted relating their correlation activity (Schmidhuber, 2015, p. 86). The 

general purpose of ANN’s is to map a set of inputs (variables or features of observation) into 

a value (regression) or into a finite  predefined set of classes (classification) (Rocha et al., 

2007, p. 2810-2811). 

 

Terms artificial neural network and multilayer perceptron (MLP) as often used interchangeably 

but to be precise multilayer perceptron is just one kind of ANN architecture where as others, 

such as recurrent networks, do exist (Rocha et al., 2007, p. 2809). Russell & Norvig (2010, p. 

729) go even further on the categorization and claim that if activation function has a hard 

threshold then it is a perceptron and if the activation function is logistic, which is the preferred 

and more common option, the correct term would be sigmoid perceptron (Kubat, 2015, p. 91). 

The difference between single- and multilayer perceptron is that in single-layer perceptron the 
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inputs are directly connected into the output neurons (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p.729). On the 

other hand, multilayer perceptron might have multiple, but at least one, layer(s) between the 

input and output layers and they’re called hidden layers (Nelli, 2018, p. 356). The concept of 

model depth explains the quantity of layers in the ANN and the deeper the network is the more 

complex problems it is generally able to solve (Chollet, 2018, p. 8-12). The basic architecture 

of ANN’s are based also on the quantity of inputs and outputs, so a dataset with seven 

variables and three possible classes will have seven inputs and three output neurons (Dash & 

Behera, 2019, p. 6-7). 

 

Multilayer perceptron is a feed-forward ANN which means that the data inputted into system 

propagates through each layer of the network towards the output which means that there are 

no loops and no layers can be skipped (Joshi, 2020, p. 44). Furthermore, neurons inside one 

layer are not connected with each other but neurons are fully connected to every single neuron 

on previous and next layers (Hastie et al., 2017, p. 393). When compared to the recurrent 

network which has loops and can even support short term memory, the feed-forward network 

is just a function of its inputs and has no internal state excluding the weights of links (Russell 

& Norvig, 2010, p. 729). The prediction of MLP is based on the values the output neuron 

obtains and each of the output neurons exhibits one possible class in classification problems 

(Kubat, 2015, p. 95). The values of the output neurons might not be explicitly expressed but 

they explain how likely the observation belongs to each of the classes and the class is 

determined with the highest output value (Kubat, 2015, p. 95). In figure 10 is a presentation 

of an ANN with three inputs, one hidden layer with four neurons and output layer for three-

class classification problem. 
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Figure 10. A presentation of neural network with three inputs, one hidden layer with four 

neurons and three outputs. 

 

To understand more of the feed-forward propagation the basic unit of MLP, neuron, is 

essential. Each neuron receives n inputs from previous neurons (input layer receives the 

corresponsive values of observation) with a weight w associated with input. Each neuron also 

has a bias input, a value of 1 with its own weight, to serve as an intercept in the linear equation 

and help the neuron to evaluate its values without being fully affected by previous layer. The 

values from links are multiplied by the weights of the links and then summarized inside the 

neuron before being fed to activation function. Activation function transforms the value and 

feeds it forward to all the succeeding neurons. There are multiple different activation functions 

available but sigmoid functions are the most suitable for multiclass classification problems due 

to their ability to learn non-linear states and map inputs into probabilities and hard thresholds 

perform on binary classifications. So, the operations performed by neuron can be summed into 

mathematical formula: 

 

𝒂𝒌 = 𝒇(∑ 𝒘𝒊𝒂𝒊)
𝒏
𝒊=𝟎            (16) 

 

where, ak is the value neuron feeds forward, f is the activation function of neuron, wi and ai are 

the corresponsive weight of link and value from previous neuron and a0 is the bias input. The 

operations of single neuron are visually presented in figure 11. (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 

727-732; Costarelli & Spigler, 2013, p. 102-103). 
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Figure 11. Illustration of operations performed in single neuron, adapted from Russell & Norvig 

(2010, p. 728). 

 

The feed-forward neural networks learn with backpropagation process, thus the name feed-

forward backpropagation neural networks (Hastie et al., 2017, p. 395). In backpropagation 

process the outputs of ANN are evaluated against the actual classes of the examples and then 

a cost function is used to calculate the difference between predictions and actual classes and 

this delta value is used for updating the weights of the model (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 733-

734). Difference can be formulated for neuron j with ith weight wji as following: 

 

∆𝒘𝒋𝒊 = 𝜶(𝒓𝒋 − 𝒚𝒋)𝒙𝒊                        (17) 

 

where α is so-called learning rate, which is small constant, r is the target output, y is the actual 

output and x is the input towards neuron (Russell & Norvig, 2010, p. 733-735). In a nutshell, 

ANN algorithm tries to minimize the error rate on prediction by updating the weights which are 

initialized as small values when starting to train the ANN (Hastie et al., 2017, p. 394). Especially 

on multiple output and hidden layer neural networks it is not so straightforward to understand 

which weights are causing the errors so the process updating the weights requires propagating 

the error value to previous layer, updating weights between the two layers and proceed this 

way backwards the network until the first hidden layer weights have been upgraded (Russell 

& Norvig, 2010, p. 734).  
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At the end, training an ANN has six concrete steps: 

1) Define the number of hidden layers and number of neurons and used activation function 

2) Initialize the weights and biases 

3) Perform the forward propagation process and obtain outputs 

4) Calculate the cost function and delta from optimal 

5) Backpropagate the delta to update weights 

6) Repeat previous steps until cost function delta is minimized (Badillo et al., 2020, p. 882-

883). 

 

3.4.2 Random forests 

 

Random forests are extensions of decision tree -algorithm so in particular a random forest is a 

combination of tree predictors from same sampled data with similar distribution (Breiman, 

2001, p. 5). To understand random forests some initial understanding of decision trees is 

required. Decision trees are supervised machine learning algorithms which try to classify or 

regress the data by splitting it with some variables or rules (Joshi, 2020, p. 53, 55). Decision 

trees are extremely popular due their simple usage and very visual and easy interpretation 

(Ahmad et al., 2017, p. 80). 

 

As the decision tree tries to formulate the correct rules and their quantity, number of variables 

to use and when to terminate the tree it requires optimization based on some impurity measure 

(Joshi, 2020, p.55). The most known impurity measures used are the Gini index and cross-

entropy measures for classification and mean-squared error (MSE) for regression problems 

(Clarke et al., 2009, p. 252). Impurity measures are used to determine splits and when to stop 

splitting and minimizing those measures creates distinct subsets sequentially ordered by size 

(Clarke et al., 2009, p. 252-253). Gini index is the most used measure since classification and 

regression tree (CART) -process created by Breiman et al. (1984, p. 31) utilizes Gini index. 

The Gini index explains the probability of random selection data sample input being 

misclassified when it belongs to the distribution of classes in the node and formulated as: 

 

                                                          𝑮 =  ∑ 𝒑𝒎𝒊(𝟏 − 𝒑𝒎𝒊)𝒎=𝒌
𝒎=𝟏                                (18) 

 

where the m represents the class, k the total number of classes, i represents each node and 

pmi represents the fractions of classes predicted as m in node i (Joshi, 2020, p. 57). 
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Decision tree consists of a root node, internal nodes, leaf nodes and branches connecting 

different nodes. The root node refers to the first split of the tree where the data will be split into 

mutually exclusive subsets, internal nodes are possible choices to be made after the parent 

node so they divide the data into smaller subsets and leaf nodes are exhibiting the final results 

of classification or regression. The branches represent the rule of how the data is further split. 

In visualization of decision tree -models the root node is usually the topmost and the leaf nodes 

are found from bottom like figure 12 is illustrating. (Song & Lu, 2015, p. 132). 

 

 

Figure 12. Example of simple binary decision tree structure for defining whether stove is hot 

or not. 

 

The extension into random forests is necessary in some applications since decision trees may 

be sub-optimizing the performance or may lack the required robustness of the solution and are 

constantly overfitted (Ahmad et al., 2017, p. 80). To be able to extend the decision tree model 

into a larger random forest, a concept of ensemble learning is required. In ensemble learning 

a group of so-called weak learners (individual classifiers) are combined to find out the most 

popular result via voting scheme where majority of weak learners lean towards the most 

popular solution (Joshi, 2020, p. 60). Bauer & Kohavi (1999, p. 108-110) split ensemble 

methods into two main categories with their extensions: bagging, also known as bootstrap 

aggregation, and boosting. In bagging additional data is generated via random sampling where 

an individual observation can be utilized multiple times in so-called bootstrap samples leaving 

a 1/3 out of the samples as out-of-bag (OOB) samples which could be used for model 

evaluation if required (Breiman, 1996, p. 123-124). After creating the bootstrap samples, 

different models (trees) are trained and classification is done utilizing voting scheme 

aggregation on ensemble model values (Breiman, 1996, p. 123-124). Boosting on the other 
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hand is a sequential method based on iterative updating of weights of incorrect classifications 

creating different kinds of predictors and then combining these results from individual 

classifiers built on top of each other via voting scheme (Freund & Schapire, 1996, p. 120). In 

a nutshell can be said that bagging is a parallel method and therefore computationally cheaper 

and it decreases variance where boosting is sequential method and decreases bias (Bauer & 

Kohave, 1999, p. 108-110). 

 

Random forests combine bagging and random feature selection to create more efficient 

algorithm compared to decision trees (Gray et al., 2013, p. 169). The random forest algorithm 

can be applied in both regression and classification problems, like decision trees, and we will 

focus on the latter. Random feature selection in random forests is applied in the splitting of 

nodes. In decision tree all the possible p variables were available to determine the best split 

but in random forests this quantity is used as a hyperparameter being usually √p and called as 

the number of variables available for splitting (Clarke et al., 2009, p. 256). Combining bagging 

and random feature selection the random forest can generate low-correlating trees which 

enhances the robustness and resiliency to noisy data of the model (Hastie et al., 2009, p. 588-

589). Random forests are effective at predicting especially classifiers and their ability to 

produce highly different trees lead to ability of rarely overfitting (Breiman, 2001, p. 29). 

 

The general process for training a random forest includes these steps: 

1. Create a bootstrap sample from the original dataset. 

2. Train a tree on bootstrap sample with choosing the best split with a subset of variables 

p. 

3. Repeat the first two steps until the selected quantity of trees are grown (Ahmad et al., 

2017, p. 81). 

 

3.4.3 Evaluating supervised algorithm performance 

 

After training the algorithm with training data some measures are required to validate the 

performance while tuning the hyperparameters and in the end evaluating the performance of 

the whole algorithm with the unseen test data. This performance evaluation differs in 

regression and classification problems where in regression the performance is evaluated via 

difference of the actual value and predicted value, such as in root mean squared error (RMSE), 

whereas in classification problems the logic must be built upon the correct and incorrect 

classifications (Joshi, 2020, p. 171). In regression problems the goal is to minimize the error 
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and in classification the goal is usually to minimize the number of misclassifications. The 

evaluation phase is important since in the evaluation phase the usage of the chosen algorithm 

is justified which has an impact on the whole application and issue at hand (Bradley, 1997, p. 

1145, 1158). 

 

When focusing on classifier evaluation a concept of confusion matrix is essential for 

understanding the performance calculations built upon classifications (Fawcett, 2006, p. 862). 

The typical classifier performance metrics are derived from confusion matrix, such as accuracy 

(Kumar et al., 2020, p. 2076). A confusion matrix is a contingency table showing the related 

actual classes and their predictions (Bradley, 1997, p. 1145-1146). Confusion matrix is usually 

represented as 2x2 matrix for binary classification, but it can be quite easily to be extended to 

multi-class classification problem where the correct classifications would be on diagonal 

elements (Hand & Till, 2001, p. 176).  A simple 2x2 confusion matrix is illustrated in figure 13 

with four possible outcomes. 

 

 

Figure 13. Illustration of a confusion matrix. 

 

The four possible outcomes are: 

 

1. True positives (TP): observations being positive and correctly predicted as positive by 

the classifier. 

2. True negatives (TN): observations being negative and correctly predicted as negative 

by the classifier. 

3. False positives (FP): observations being negative and incorrectly predicted as positive 

by the classifier. 
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4. False negatives (FN): observations being positive and incorrectly predicted as negative 

by the classifier. (Kubat, 2015, p. 214). 

 

Since there are only four categories available, all the observations from the dataset are 

distributed into these categories. These four possible outcomes serve as base for the metrics 

and are the calculation blocks for them (Fawcett, 2006, p. 862). Maybe the most used metric 

for classifier performance is the accuracy which explains the percentage of a classifier to 

correctly classify the observations (Kubat, 2015, p. 214). Accuracy is calculated as following:  

 

𝑨𝒄𝒄 =  
𝑻𝑷+𝑻𝑵

𝑻𝑷+𝑻𝑵+𝑭𝑷+𝑭𝑵
                                                       (19) 

 

Even accuracy describes well the overall performance of the classifier it still has one drawback: 

when the dataset has some minor classes where the classification error happens, the accuracy 

may look fine even some cases are totally incorrectly classified (Powers, 2011, p. 38-39). In 

datasets where majority of observations belong to few classes and marginal quantity of 

observations belong to rest, this creates a problem. Real-life datasets tend to possess 

unevenly distributed observations on classes and it requires another measure to focus on class 

represented by just a couple of observations (Kubat, 2015, p. 217). Introducing the true positive 

rate (TPR) and Positive predictive value (PPV), also known as Recall and Precision, which 

take in account also the incorrect classifications (Joshi, 2020, p. 172). TPR and PPV are 

calculated as following: 

 

𝑻𝑷𝑹 =
𝑻𝑷

𝑻𝑷+𝑭𝑵
                                                         (20) 

𝑷𝑷𝑽 =  
𝑻𝑷

𝑻𝑷+𝑭𝑷
                                                         (21) 

 

The only difference between these two values is the different nominator where TPR has false 

negatives and PPV has false positives added there. Still the difference is clear when TPR 

measures how well the class is predicted from all actual observations belonging to class 

where PPV measures how correct the classifier is when predicting observation to belong to 

class (Joshi, 2020, p. 172). The TPR is used in this work since TPR portraits if something is 

false negatively classified to see the efficiency of finding correct clusters for suppliers. It is 

important for the application to detect all the correct classification cases rather than positively 

classified ones. 
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4 PREDICTIVE SUPPLIER EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents the process steps and results of the empirical analysis of this study. The 

purpose is to categorize suppliers into clusters with unsupervised machine learning algorithm 

and then experiment with supervised machine learning algorithms in order to create way to 

assign new suppliers into coherent clusters. The process and its steps conducting the analysis 

is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. The process conducting the analysis adapting the steps of Garciá et al. (2015, p.1-

2). 

 

The following subchapters will describe the process more in detail. In the first subchapter the 

starting point of the data collection is described along with identification of requirements for the 

data and different data sources. The next subchapter focuses on the transformations and 

preliminary processing steps such as outlier and missing value handling which had to be done 

to the dataset prior moving on. These processing steps conduct of combining the data, 

transforming datatypes, choosing and conducting the variables to be used in further phases of 

the analysis, handling outliers and clear quality errors, aggregations of the data and handling 

the missing values in the dataset. In the third subchapter principal component analysis (PCA) 

and Pearson correlation algorithms are applied into the data to reduce the dimensionality and 

choose the most appropriate variables for the data modeling phase. In this study the term 

feature selection is used instead of dimensionality reduction since the feature extraction 

method is used to complement feature selection analysis rather than creating new variables. 

First the algorithms are applied and based on the results the data set dimensionality is reduced 

and then the algorithms are applied again to see if the new dataset has preserved its diversity 
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and unnecessary variables are eliminated. The fourth subchapter is divided in two parts. In the 

first part the data is modeled with unsupervised K-means clustering machine learning algorithm 

in order to find correct amount of cluster and assigning each of the suppliers into their own 

clusters. The average variables of the clusters are also calculated. In the second part of the 

fourth subchapter the now cluster wise labeled dataset is divided into training and testing 

datasets with 4-fold cross validation method. Then ANN and random forest machine learning 

algorithms are trained with training data and then this trained algorithm is tested with test data 

to find out which of the machine learning algorithm performs better assigning suppliers into 

correct clusters. In the last subchapter the results from the analysis are evaluated and the 

more effective of the two supervised machine learning algorithms is identified. 

 

4.1 Data collection 

 

The landscape of NES operating IT-systems has been highly volatile the last few years 

because of the merger between Neste Oyj and NES. This means that the data about the 

suppliers has been spread widely in different systems. The other problem of history as different 

legal entities in perspective of data is that some of the legacy systems have a lot of duplicate 

data since the same orders have been in NES project management system and in Neste ERP 

systems. As there is no one coherent place to look for supplier data it meant that data had to 

be fetched from multiple systems and storages and combined afterwards. 

 

Purchase order data was the main content of data for the whole thesis. Purchase order to 

qualify into the analysis had to fulfill multiple requirements. Requirements are following: the 

status of the purchase order must be finished to contain the full purchase delivery life cycle, 

the finishing date must be between the set boundaries of 1.1.2016 and 31.5.2019, the activity 

code of the purchase must be set to technical material and the supplier can’t be internal 

warehouse or similar supplier since the analysis is concentrating on external suppliers. The 

qualification requirements for purchase order datapoints is compiled in table 4. To be able to 

apply these filters into the data in systems the extraction must be done in purchase order row 

level. 
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Table 4. Qualification requirements for purchase order datapoints. 

Requirement Reason 

1. The status of the purchase order 

must be finished. 

Include data from full purchase delivery 

cycle. 

2. The finished date of the purchase 

order must be between 1.1.2016 and 

31.5.2019. 

Validate the datapoint for the set boundaries. 

3. The activity code of the purchase 

must be set to technical material. 

To filter out other purchases than material 

purchases. 

4. The supplier must be external. Analysis focuses on external suppliers. 

 

The problem with the order data was that it was duplicated in both legal entities (NES and 

Neste) systems so a decision was made to use only NES systems to obtain this order data of 

different suppliers since the metadata inside the order had higher quality and deeper insights. 

Inside NES two main source systems for order data were identified: Lean 6.2 Enterprise 

Systems and AVEVA ERM. Lean 6.2 is a legacy ERP system where previously the material 

management process was handled. Lean 6.2 was also split into two separate operating units 

of same system when NES was still Neste Jacobs Oy to keep the main customer Neste’s data 

in different storage than the other customers data. The internal names for these two systems 

were RePro for the Neste data and NoPro for the other client’s data which will be referred 

hereafter. AVEVA ERM is the current system for material and project management where all 

the current material and services purchase orders are. 

 

Since RePro and NoPro are basically the same system with different storage and access 

application the data extraction was identical from them. The extract was done from user 

interface from purchase order row -window with filters described in table 4. Extracting 

purchase order row data from AVEVA ERM was executed from Oracle database with SQL-

query with one additional filter added which was that finishing date must be after 1.4.2019 

because then we know that there is no duplicate data between legacy and current systems. 

The total size of purchase order row data table after combining is 23091 rows and 16 columns 

where the columns contain metadata of each purchase order row such as supplier, quantity, 

project and total cost. 

 

In addition to purchase order row data NES wanted to enhance the data with two more 

datasets: list of key suppliers and supplier performance feedback -questionnaire. The key 
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supplier list was extracted from sourcing platform called Scanmarket and it contained a list of 

suppliers which have been identified as key suppliers in Neste supplier management process. 

The only filter applied there was the category of the supplier which was set to technical 

material. Supplier performance feedback questionnaire is a part of Neste’s supplier 

management -process and it’s conducted bi-quarterly via Google forms. In the questionnaire 

all sourcing and strategic purchasing personnel give feedback of selected suppliers with whom 

they have made business in the questionnaire period. The questionnaire consists of six 

statements which are answered on scale from one to six where one means strongly agree and 

six means strongly disagree. The statements are: 

 

1. Supplier fulfills defined tasks 

2. Supplier’s key persons are easy to contact 

3. Supplier’s employees are interested in solving requests or issues 

4. Supplier is flexible to deliver changes 

5. Supplier’s commodities (i.e. products and services) are satisfactory as a whole 

6. The co-operation with supplier is on good track 

 

Data collected consists of three different datasets from five different sources: purchase order 

row table, key suppliers list and supplier performance feedback questionnaire. Total of 38 key 

suppliers are identified in the key supplier list. The questionnaire includes 42 suppliers and 

their received averages on each of the statements and their total amount of feedbacks 

received. 

 

4.2 Data preprocessing 

 

After all the data was gathered, the first action was to combine the data into a single data table. 

The three different datasets had one common nominator which was the supplier name which 

made it possible to link the correct supplier in purchase order dataset to corresponding results 

of the questionnaire and the key supplier list. The datatypes were also checked at this point of 

the study. All the dates had to be transformed from general text type data into date fields and 

quantities and values from general text type into numerical data types. 

 

Next part of the preprocessing was cleansing the dataset from data outliers and quality errors 

which are in the dataset due to human errors. The dataset had many errors regarding the 

monetary, quantity and date related information which is cause of manual work and multiple 
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updates in the system. From the monetary side all unit prices below 0,1€ can be set as outliers 

since standard material list doesn’t contain anything that cheap and purchase requisition 

material is always more expensive. Unit quantities of empty or 0 were removed from the set 

since there’s no information of their correct quantities and without quantities the unit prices are 

incorrect. Date related outliers such as negative lead times are removed from the set because 

it is sure that they are data quality errors which shouldn’t be in the analysis. 

 

After the data was cleansed it required aggregation in the parts which were fetched from ERP 

and ERM systems. The aggregation was done from order row level to supplier level while trying 

to keep all the different order characteristics from one supplier. To enable profit impact point 

of view investigations the orders, order rows, quantities of procured items, participations to 

different projects and total spend were summed. Indications for profit impact related variables 

were calculated as following: the supplier relationship lifespan was calculated as difference 

between the first and most recent purchase order and purchase frequency was calculated by 

dividing the supplier relationship length with number of purchase orders. Performance related 

variables were calculated as averages, medians or standard deviations. Cost related items 

were calculated in all those three statistical metrics but delivery deviations were taken only as 

averages and supplier lead time was also taken as average on difference between purchase 

order release date and receiving date. 

 

The variables for the thesis were gained from three original tables and variables related to 

supplier profit impact criteria were nro_of_orders, nro_of_projects, nro_of_rows, quan_m, 

quan_pieces and tot_spend which have straight connection to profit impact. Supply risk 

variables were related to knowledge of the supplier explained with relationship status and 

length (key_suppl and purch_time_window) and utilization of supplier (purch_freq) hence 

decreasing or increasing supplier risk and supplier’s negotiation power based on those 

variables. Variables related to supplier collaboration all came from the supplier performance 

feedback questionnaire: Fullfills_tasks, Easy_to_contact, Solving_req_or_issues, 

Flexible_to_changes, Satisfaction_to_changes and Co_op_direction. Fully supplier 

performance related variables were unit_price_mean, unit_price_median, unit_price_sd, 

supp_contr_dev, supp_agr_dev and supp_LT. The explanation for each of the variable are 

provided in appendix A. At this point it was finally realized that SRM process and framework 

couldn’t be taken fully into scope of the analysis as there were no variables from external 

supply risk like suppliers economical or geographical factors. Also, on performance related 

criteria the quality part was totally missing from the original data, even the questionnaire 
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questions imply the quality to some extent but are unfortunately just human interpretation of 

quality and not always the reality. 

 

The last part of preprocessing is handling the missing data. Discarding data with missing 

values is not a working solution at this point since the amount of missing values in the dataset 

is relatively high due to nature of the data and the variables lacking values are important to 

analysis. There are two different kinds of missing values in the dataset left and they must be 

treated separately. The easier kinds of missing values are just values which aggregated 

suppliers don’t have. These are easy to replace with value of zero and this kind of variables 

are nro_of_feedbacks, quan_m and quan_pieces. 

 

The other kind of missing values are missing values which indicate performance such as 

delivery deviation from the contractual date or the questionnaire values. Replacing these 

missing values with just zero would make the whole analysis biased and false. Inspecting the 

missing values an assumption can be made that missing questionnaire values are missing 

completely at random (MCAR) because the different topics on questionnaire at least should 

be independent from each other and the decision makers giving the questionnaire answers 

are somewhat unaware of the other data used in study. Even the questionnaire values wouldn’t 

be completely MCAR, the effect from other variables can be assumed low due to nature of 

decision makers and their disconnection to other data. With this piece of the information the 

decision to use mean imputation in questionnaire values was made. On missing date-related 

values the mean imputation was seen fit. The reason to apply mean imputation in all these 

cases was that mean imputation is simple and computationally cheap to apply. The other 

reason was that mean imputation performs relatively well also on missing at random (MAR) 

and missing not at random (MNAR) data when the dependency is low to other inspected or 

uninspected values. For the suppliers which do not have any recorded variable observations 

aren’t punished for missing information but rather given the mediocre assumption of 

performance. Well and badly performing suppliers stand out of the data mass with relatively 

higher or lower scores. 

 

4.3 Feature selection 

 

The goal of the feature selection phase was to find a way to reduce dimensionality of the 

dataset and eliminate those variables which are too much alike. Many of the variables in the 

dataset were derived and aggregated from the same values in the original collected dataset 
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which might result variables with very similar information content. The purpose is to keep all 

the meaningful variables which represent the variance inside the dataset and hold valuable 

information to separate different kinds of suppliers from each other. The first part of the feature 

selection phase was to scale the variables in the dataset to prevent the magnitude of some of 

the variables to dominate the associations between all variables. The scaling was done with 

unit variance scaling to scale all the variables to same standard deviation of one so the different 

variances wouldn’t mess the principal component analysis and unit variance scaling doesn’t 

affect negatively to Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). The reason to choose unit variance 

scaling was that it’s computationally and mathematically simple and was prebuilt inside the 

used R package. 

 

After scaling the dataset, the feature selection was done using two different techniques 

together. PCA was chosen for the other technique since it is a common and effective way to 

reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. PCA is also straightforward and gives valuable 

information about the variance inside the dataset which helps to pick the correct variables into 

the final dataset to be imported into machine learning algorithms. A filter-based method for 

other technique was chosen because when supported by PCA a simpler and less heavy 

method than wrapper approach was suitable. Filter-based approach also helps scaling the 

feature selection for much larger datasets in the future since its significantly lighter method 

than wrapper method computationally. Pearson correlation coefficient was chosen as filter-

based approach to choose the variables. Pearson correlation coefficient is efficient and simple 

to interpret when business-oriented persons such as sourcing personnel try to figure out the 

reasons some of the initial variables were dropped out. The combination of PCA and PCC is 

easy and effective way to subtract variables which are highly correlated with each other and 

preserve the overall variance inside the dataset. 

 

For PCA the starting point was to check that which proportion of variance each principal 

component explains in the dataset. In Figure 15 is illustrated Scree plot of each of the principal 

components and the percentage of the variances they explain. From the plot can be seen that 

the first three principal components are dominant on the variance explained. The total sum of 

variance explained is 57,6 % from the first three principal components which isn’t enough to 

describe the data but explains majority of it. After the principal component a clear “elbow” can 

be seen in plot which indicates that the first three principal components are the most significant 

in terms of explaining variance. The remaining principal components steadily decrease from 

4th principal components’ 6,4 % explained to almost 0 % in the 21st principal component. 
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Figure 15. Scree plot of the original dataset. 

 

When trying to find out which variables affect to the primary three principal components it is 

essential to see how much variables contribute to principal components. Only the three first 

principal components were investigated even though they account 57,9 % of the variation and 

not 90 %, as was mentioned in literature review, since the goal was to identify the most 

dominant ones.  In Figure 16 is presented the proportion of each variable contributing to the 

three primary principal components. The first principal component mainly consists of the 

results of the supplier questionnaire as the six major variables are the six questionnaire 

statements contributing about 10-12,5 % each. The amount of orders, rows, projects and 

ordered pieces contribute about 5 % each to first principal component. The second principal 

component consists of more balanced group of variables when nine variables contribute five 

or more percentages. The major variables here are the numbers of projects, orders, feedbacks 

and rows with purchase time window, key supplier status, total spend and few questionnaire 

statements. The second principal component mainly captures the volatility between long 

lasting and much used relationships versus new and/or minor usage relationships. The third 

principal component consists mainly of two types of variables: monetary and lead time. The 

five significant variables contribute over 90 % of the principal component and the unit price 

mean is the most significant with a bit over 25 % of contribution. The supplier lead time and 

the unit price standard deviation both are contributing around 17 %, and total spending and 

the unit price median are contributing around 15 % of the principal component. So over half of 
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the dataset’s variance is explained by the questionnaire variables, usage and order variables 

and monetary and lead time variables. 

 

 

Figure 16. Contribution of variables in the three principal components in the original dataset. 

 

The last part of the PCA was to examine the graphical illustration where one could see the 

contribution of variables towards the three primary principal components and see approximate 

correlation between the variables. In Figure 17 is illustrated the contribution of each variable 

to the first three principal component axis with color coding and length of arrow and correlation 

towards other variables. The first observation which can be seen from the plot is that the 

questionnaire variables all seem highly correlated towards each other. Basically, they tell the 

same thing of the supplier if the correlation is high. Remarkable is also that there are no 

negatively correlating variables in the opposite quartile from the questionnaire variables. 

Almost all the variables correlate a bit with each other but lead time and quantity pieces 

variables seem to be independent from others. Many of the variables related to order amounts, 

projects and feedback amounts are clearly correlated with each other which is logical since 

more orders means more transactions with each other. The major contributors to third principal 

component can be recognized from the picture as their own little “cluster”. These unit price 

variables and lead time are negatively correlated from order amount related variables and are 

internally towards same direction. Exception here is the total spending on supplier which is 
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highly correlated with number of orders and is logical since the total spend grows over time 

with coming orders.  

 

Figure 17. Variable contribution towards two main principal components and correlation 

directions between variables of the original dataset. 

 

When these approximate correlations were found the PCC fits very well into the analysis. To 

inspect all the correlations between the variables a correlation matrix was built where the 

correlation direction was color coded and the value shown. In Figure 18 is presented PCC 

matrix for the dataset and all its variables. As inspected in PCA the questionnaire variables are 

indeed highly correlated when the correlation coefficients for all the occasions are 0,8 or higher. 

Questionnaire values possess the almost the same information in this dataset based on these 

highly correlated coefficients. The number of orders and the number of projects variables have 

almost correlation coefficient of one with value of 0,96 which means that the information value 
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is almost the same on these two variables. The unit price mean and the unit price median have 

a correlation coefficient value of 0,8 which isn’t too surprising since both variables were derived 

from the same original variables of the data and calculating these statistical values contain a 

lot of the same elements. The key supplier variable has a correlation coefficient value of 0,74 

with the number of feedbacks variable since the key suppliers are evaluated more often than 

other suppliers. The number of rows variable correlates highly with the number of orders and 

the number of projects logically since more orders and projects mean more rows and vice 

versa. Either way these three variables aren’t effective in making distinction with different 

suppliers together. 

 

 

Figure 18. Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for the original dataset and its variables. 

 

In the light of the findings from PCA and PCC some variables were chosen to be either 

aggregated into one, modified into a new one or just discarded from the dataset. Decision was 
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made that all the questionnaire results were aggregated into one variable called survey mean 

which is the mean of statement results. This way the dataset was reduced and multiple 

variables containing much of the same information could be presented as one. Dealing with 

variables of the number of orders, number of projects and number of rows was different since 

just one variable couldn’t display all the information the analysis would need. A new variable 

was chosen to be made and the new variable is supplier order size which is calculated as 

supplier order size = number of rows / number of orders. This new variable helps to distinct 

suppliers which have more order rows such as bulk material suppliers from suppliers which 

deliver smaller batches such as pumps or compressors. After creating the supplier order size 

variable, the variables of number of rows and number of projects were discarded since the 

number of rows was now unnecessary and the number of orders display the importance of the 

supplier better than the number of projects. From the unit price variables, the unit price mean 

was kept in the dataset and the unit price median discarded. The last two variables discarded 

from the dataset were the number of feedbacks and the supplier agreed delivery deviation. 

The reason to discard these variables from the dataset was made with souring specialists since 

both variables have too much NES internal effect on them. Those internal affects rise from the 

supplier and order management processes and comparing and judging suppliers with these 

variables measure more of NES internal process than supplier performance. After this the size 

of dataset was reduced to 13 variables where two of them are new: the survey mean and the 

supplier order size. 

 

To check how the dataset changed with reductions, the PCA and PCC are performed again to 

the reduced dataset to see actual changes. In figure 19 is illustrated scree plot but now for the 

reduced dataset. The first “elbow” can be seen after two principal components already. Now 

the three most significant principal components explain only 49,7 % of the dataset’s variance 

which is almost 8 percentage points lower than in the original dataset. Principal components 

from four to seven explain from 7 % to 8,3 % of the variance each compared to original datasets 

range of 4,3 % to 6,4 %. From these inspections it can be said that the dataset is now more 

balanced than the original dataset and smaller explaining principal components still explain 

more variance and the dominant explain less variance than in the original dataset. This 

indicates that reducing the variables has been a good thing for the dataset and variables are 

more precise. 
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Figure 19. Scree plot of the reduced dataset. 

 

Changes in the three primary principal components are shown in figure 20 where is illustrated 

the contribution of each variable for the three primary principal components of the reduced 

dataset. Now the primary principal components have totally different variables in them. The 

first principal component consists now mainly from the monetary and lead time variables with 

each of them contributing over 20 % of the principal component. The second principal 

component consists of order amounts, purchase time window meaning supplier age as 

supplier and their key supplier status variables mostly. The number of orders here is clearly 

the most dominant with proportion over 25 %. The other three significant variables contribute 

around 15 % each. The third principal component consists now from multiple different 

variables. The two most contributing variables are the purchase time window (~22,5 %) and 

the purchase frequency (~20 %) followed by the survey mean (~18 %), quantity pieces (~15,5 

%) and supplier order size (12,5 %). The third principal component consists of different types 

of variables which is good since gaining more explanation value for every variable doesn’t 

make the analysis skewed to the direction of just some variables. A positive change from the 

original dataset is that now the most explaining principal component is based on monetary 

variables instead of questionnaire statements because the questionnaire results might be a bit 

biased since they are generated by humans instead of raw monetary data which tells how 

much we use the suppliers. The monetary element is also one of the most significant elements 

in the supplier relationship management process since the suppliers which have a lot of spend 

tend to be more important suppliers and they must be managed differently. Those monetary 
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elements combined with the number of orders from the second principal component gives 

already a good view about the usage and money spent on different suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 20. Contribution of variables in the three primary dimensions in the reduced dataset. 

 

Next the correlations are inspected with the reduced dataset on how they have changed and 

is there something still to correct. In Figure 21 is illustrated the contribution of each variable to 

two primary principal components with color coding and length of arrow and correlation towards 

other variables in the reduced dataset. The change to the original illustration is clear. Now 

there can be seen again two main directions but there are a lot of variation and variables which 

aren’t so clearly into the main two directions. The monetary and lead time variables still create 

a small cluster, but their correlations aren’t so strong anymore. The other main direction 

consists of multiple variables with the number of orders as the most significant, but the others 

have visible deviations from its direction. Overall, this presentation is more balanced than the 

original even though it could be even more distributed. 
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Figure 21. Variable contribution towards two main principal components and correlation 

directions between variables of the reduced dataset. 

 

The last thing was to check that no high correlation coefficients remain in the dataset. In figure 

22 is presented PCC matrix for the reduced dataset and all its variables. Looking into the matrix 

all the high correlations have taken care of except the correlation coefficient of 0,7 between 

the unit price mean and unit price standard deviation. These two variables must still be 

preserved since the combination of these two variables have the information about the prices 

and price volatility of the orders. No other variable correlation coefficient exceeds 0,55 mark 

which is a good result compared to the early expectations. It is also great to see the variables 

which are basically independent from all the other variables in the dataset such as the supplier 

contractual delivery deviation and the supplier order size. The correlation directions also seem 

very logical. A good example is supplier contractual delivery deviation which is the only variable 

having stronger negative correlations which are explained by the nature of the variables. If the 

lead time grows then the bigger is the negative value of days delivered early. The same logic 
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applies with the unit price mean as more expensive and complex the product and delivery are, 

the less likely it is delivered early. 

 

 

Figure 22. Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for the reduced dataset and its variables. 

 

The reduced dataset is now ready for the data modeling phase. It has no considerable 

correlations between the variables and the variance explained in the dataset is distributed well 

enough through the variables. Reducing the size from the original 22 variables into 13 variables 

makes the machine learning algorithms easier to conduct decreasing the need of 

computational power and time. 
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4.4 Data modeling 

 

In the data modeling phase two primary tasks are performed: divide the suppliers into coherent 

clusters and teach predictive algorithms to predict correct cluster for test suppliers and find out 

the most effective algorithm to perform the predictive clustering. The first part, unsupervised 

method, tries to extrapolate algorithmic relationships of the variables in the dataset and find 

groups which have characteristic values on variables creating a group of similar suppliers. The 

second part focuses on validating the correct hyperparameters for chosen supervised machine 

learning algorithms and then evaluating the results on chosen algorithms in order to choose 

the most effective method to predict supplier classes. 

 

4.4.1 K-means clustering results 

 

Choosing the unsupervised algorithm for the task at hand was straightforward. K-Means 

approach was chosen for its simplicity, availability in different packages in R and illustration 

purposes. The data is all numerical in the dataset and no categorical data exists which makes 

the usage of distance-based measures effective in clustering which K-Means utilizes. 

However, distance-based approach requires dataset standardization or normalization because 

without normalizing the values the weights on different variables may be biased since bigger 

values have more variance. To prepare the data for the K-Means algorithm it was scaled from 

0 to 1 scale to avoid dominance of variables with high values. 

 

Problem with K-Means clustering is determining the quantity of clusters and finding out cluster 

centers. Prior using the algorithm itself the analyst must give the number of clusters used. To 

determine the correct quantity of clusters three different methods were used: Elbow method, 

Silhouette width and Calinski-Harabasz index. The objective in K-Means algorithm is to find 

clusters similar inside and dissimilar with each other, and these methods assess those criteria. 

Elbow method presents the total within sum of squares (total WSS) of each cluster which 

means it assesses similarity of intra-cluster variation and the smaller the total WSS is the better 

the clustering result in theory is. Problem with elbow method is that it doesn’t take in account 

inter-cluster variation and theoretically “the best” total WSS would require as many clusters as 

there are objects to cluster. Silhouette value and Calinski-Harabasz index were chosen 

because they also assess inter-cluster variation as part of their criteria and object is to 

maximize the values to obtain the best result. Silhouette value and Calinski-Harabasz index 

have an intra-cluster and inter-cluster components in the algorithm. 
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The analysis was conducted with calculating relevant values for each of the method in cluster 

quantities between two and ten. Ten clusters were considered from the NES side the absolute 

maximum for different clusters to be handled as supplier portfolios. The results of the cluster 

number determination methods are illustrated in figure 23. Usage of two clusters is also 

prohibited since the practical need for clustering suppliers must have more than two clusters. 

Having two clusters as supplier management portfolios would lead into too generic approach 

for diverse suppliers which would lead into inefficiencies hence using two clusters would be 

unwise. Cluster quantities of three, four and five are then left. The results are ambiguous since 

each of the method propose different quantity of clusters to be mathematically “the best” one. 

In elbow method there is no clear “elbow” to be seen and the line itself is close to linear. Moving 

to four clusters the change is notable but after that the changes are minor. There is a slight 

enhancement from six clusters to seven, but it is almost the same as from four to five clusters 

and nowhere near to first two enhancements. If there’s an “elbow” to be found, then it’s 

between clusters three and four. The silhouette width tops on two and three clusters and then 

drops significantly although five clusters have some improvement compared to four, but the 

others have low widths. Calinski-Harabasz index tops also on two clusters but then dives 

deeply in three clusters and gives relatively good values on four and five clusters before 

dropping again. Even though elbow method gives mathematically the best results on the high 

number of clusters with observations from these methods the clusters from six to ten can be 

ruled out. Silhouette method has a high value on three clusters, but elbow method shows 

significant improvement from three to four clusters and Calinski-Harabasz performs poorly with 

only three clusters. For practical use also three clusters would be too general to enable 

accurate enough approaches towards the suppliers. Four clusters have improvement in elbow 

method but Silhouette and Calinski-Harabasz are higher but not as high as with five clusters. 

The chosen quantity of clusters is five since both Silhouette and Calinski-Harabasz have 

relatively high value and elbow method has slight improvement also there. 
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Figure 23. Cluster number determination methods and their results. 

 

With the number of clusters decided the K-Means algorithm was performed with scaled data, 

five clusters and 25 random starting sets. The characteristics of each group are presented in 

table 5 where mean of each variable for corresponding group is calculated and total number 

of suppliers of each group is presented. From the table 5 can be seen that all 32 key suppliers 

have been divided strictly into clusters three and four since their mean is one and mean of 

other clusters is zero. The key supplier status has been one of crucial elements determining 

the clusters since the clusters with key suppliers are significantly smaller than the clusters 

without key suppliers. Clusters one and five are the biggest clusters supplier wise with 86 

suppliers in cluster one and 89 suppliers in cluster five. The diversity between different 

suppliers inside these clusters might then vary more. The 2nd cluster is very dissimilar from the 

others. It has very high unit price values, considerable long lead times and no items which 

would be measured in metrical terms meaning these suppliers supply no pipes or cables at all. 

Problem is that the clusters except for 2nd cluster are looking somehow similar. In figure 24 

can be seen that in the first two principal components almost all clusters except the 2nd cluster 
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are highly overlapping. Visualizing in first two principal components is problematic because 

they explain only 39,7 % of the variance so much of the information is left out. This is problem 

for high dimension datasets where the variance of the data is almost evenly split. For these 

reasons it is reasonable to examine each of the clusters alone with comparisons to chosen 

clusters to figure out strict characteristics and explanations for each cluster. 

 

Table 5. Cluster centers of each variable of each group and number of suppliers per group. 
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Figure 24. Clustering result according to first two principal components with 5 clusters. 

 

Starting with the key supplier clusters three and four, the biggest differences can be found from 

the total spend and number of orders, quantity of meters and purchase time window. In figure 

25 is one scatter plot illustrating the total spend on x-axis and the number of orders in y-axis 

and another scatter plot illustrating the total quantity of meters on x-axis and the purchase time 

window on y-axis for clusters three and four. The first plot of the figure shows undeniably that 

key suppliers with high total spend and high total amount of orders belong to cluster three and 

all cluster four suppliers have grouped into the lower left corner of the plot. Within these two 

variables the cluster four is very similar group having lower amount of orders and total spend 

but cluster three has two kinds of key suppliers: ones with high amount of orders and total 

spend and ones with low amount of orders but still notably high total spends. The second plot 

shows that in cluster three all the suppliers have longer lasting relationship with NES. In the 

fourth cluster the purchase time window length isn’t similar within all the suppliers, but it 

separates it from third cluster since the third cluster has always long-lasting relationships where 

in fourth cluster it doesn’t matter. The difference in the mean metrical quantities basically 

comes from two cluster three key suppliers which supply massive amounts of items which are 

calculated in meters such as pipes or cables. One interesting notation is that only few key 

suppliers are supplying cables or pipes since they are a fundamental part of creating the 

production plants. Another interesting metric is that there are couple of key suppliers in the 
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fourth cluster which have surprisingly low total spend. Idea of having a key supplier which isn’t 

used is odd but there might be change of suppliers’ name behind this kind of oddity. 

 

 

Figure 25. Total spend, number of orders, quantity of meters and purchase time window for 

clusters three and four. 

 

The 2nd cluster is the easiest one to differentiate from the others. 2nd cluster has with no doubt 

the most expensive unit prices and lead times among the biggest supplier contractual deviation 

and highest supplier order size. In figure 26 in the first plot is visualized the unit price mean 

and the supplier lead time variables and in the second plot is visualized the total spend and 

the number of orders with all the clusters. From the visualization can be seen that the 2nd 

cluster has high lead times which usually lead to contractual deviations. The other typical 

characteristic of 2nd cluster is relatively high unit prices and the highest unit price suppliers can 

be found from this cluster. The only other suppliers which have a unit price over 100’000 are 

key suppliers meaning that all suppliers which aren’t key suppliers having unit price over 

100’000 belong to cluster two. Long lead times and high prices indicate to massive and critical 

items used in production plants such as processing columns, tanks, compressors and pumps. 

The other thing indicating towards these important items is that this cluster hasn’t at all items 

measured in meters and a relatively high order size with low amount of orders. Usually 

suppliers supplying critical plant items have very few orders with lots of equipment inside them. 

None of the cluster two suppliers have many orders but there is a significant quantity of 
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suppliers with proportionally high total spends. This high value of total spends on these 

suppliers without them being a key supplier is questionable since some of these go even on 

top-10 suppliers in that category. This high spend should be managed with more care and 

concentration than just normal suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 26. Unit price mean, supplier lead time, total spend and number of orders of all clusters. 

 

The last two clusters, one and five, are the most difficult to differentiate from others and 

especially from each other. These two clusters are also the biggest clusters with 86 and 89 

members in them. Between those two clusters one variable has immense power to create 

separation which is purchase time window. In figure 27 is in the first plot is presented the 

purchase time window and the number of orders and in the second plot is presented the total 

spend and the unit price mean for clusters one and five. From the first scatter plot a clear 

division can be seen: when the purchase time window is around 650 there is clear change 

which separates the 1st cluster from the 5th. This is the only clear separation which shows in 

the plots. When looking the plots in figure 27 and figure 24 the clear second difference 

between clusters one and five can be drawn, as the 1st cluster has very low variance internally 
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compared to 5th cluster. The variation between different suppliers in the shown variables is 

notably small leading to high intra-cluster similarity. Key characteristics of the first cluster are 

small purchase time window, small total spend, small unit price mean and standard deviation. 

Cluster one represents small total spend suppliers which haven’t been used for long. This kind 

of suppliers are the ones that should be eliminated from the supplier palette and replace their 

supply with those suppliers which supply similar items and are used more often, if it is possible, 

to leverage economies of scale. The fifth cluster is the most confusing of the clusters since it 

really doesn’t have vivid characteristics to lean on. From figure 26 can be seen that the number 

of orders and spend wise the fifth cluster is rather similar with fourth cluster. The thing is that 

fourth cluster has a lot higher unit price means and standard deviations where fifth cluster has 

small to mediocre values on those variables. Noteworthy is that the fifth cluster has 

proportionally higher average value on items measured on metrics rather than on pieces which 

means that suppliers supplying pipes and cables on greater quantities and are not key 

suppliers are in this cluster. The fifth cluster composes of suppliers which have a longer 

relationship with NES as suppliers and are not key suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 27. Number of orders and purchase time window and total spend, and unit price 

mean for clusters one and five. 

 

To understand better the characteristics of each cluster a linguistic description was made 

where the different variables are evaluated. The key variables are evaluated with either binary 

or three step approach. Three step approach contains values low, mediocre and high. These 
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linguistic characteristic descriptions are compiled in table 6. The first cluster scores low on 

almost everything meaning it has suppliers with low importance also for NES. The goal for 

NES sourcing would be getting rid of small suppliers and develop longer lasting relationships 

with suppliers who can supply the same items but only with larger pool of items or greater 

volume. Second cluster has few orders but with high value of items and total spend. Suppliers 

in second cluster are important suppliers even though they are not key suppliers. They should 

be considered to add to key suppliers list since their total spend is high and they produce 

critical items for NES business. Third cluster is a key supplier, has high values of orders and 

quantities and mediocre values on prices and no low values. These are the key suppliers on 

basic and regularly needed items since they have a high number of orders and they supply 

continuously and with high frequency the business of NES. Relationships with these suppliers 

should be enhanced and more focus and mass on the orders should be added. Fourth cluster 

has mediocre values of orders, mediocre values of prices and spend and low values on 

purchase frequency and supplier order size. The fourth cluster contains few suppliers which 

are indeed remarkable, and the relationships should be maintained with them. Some of the 

suppliers in the fourth cluster should be checked and potentially rethought with their key 

supplier status since they have very minor impact on the whole supplier portfolio and shouldn’t 

receive as much attention as the other suppliers greater in volume and spend. Cluster five has 

a high value of metrically measured item suppliers, mediocre quantity of orders, spend and 

purchase time window and low unit prices. This cluster contains many interesting suppliers 

and should be inspected by the sourcing organization to obtain the maximal benefit out of 

them. There are many suppliers which could be thought as key suppliers given their volume of 

orders and spend. Fifth cluster has unfortunately very low cohesion between the suppliers so 

it will require effort and time to pinpoint the correct suppliers. 
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Table 6. Linguistic descriptions of variables on each cluster. 

 

 

 

 

4.4.2 Classification results 

 

The goal of the supervised methods is to find as effective algorithm as possible to classify the 

suppliers into correct clusters. This way the NES procurement unit could enhance their supplier 

management process and make the classifying of new suppliers or old suppliers with changed 

supply behavior even faster. The machine learning algorithms chosen to do this task were 

artificial neural network (ANN) and random forest (RF). ANN was chosen for its increased 

popularity and high capabilities of even complex classifying problems. Even though it’s a 

computationally heavy algorithm to use the renewed data managing and reporting pipeline of 

NES has capabilities to implement solutions like neural networks. Random forest is great for 

classification issues in visualization purposes when the user can pull out any of the trees inside 
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the model and see how for example the algorithm could choose the class of the instance. This 

way the random forest isn’t a total black box and gives opportunities for sourcing organization 

to think and tune the key variables used in supplier evaluation. 

 

First the dataset was split into training and test sets in order to teach the supervised algorithm. 

The training dataset was used to teach and select the machine learning algorithms and their 

hyperparameters, and the training set was used to select the last model to be chosen as the 

best from the chosen machine learning algorithms. Problem with this dataset was the low 

quantity of observations of some clusters. The training and testing datasets were formed by 

splitting the original dataset with 65 % of the data and 153 observations going into training set 

and 35 % of the data and 82 observations going into the test set. The reason splitting data like 

this was that the data had only a few observations from 3rd and 4th cluster, so this split ratio 

was done to ensure that also the test data has enough observations from those clusters to be 

classified. Training set had eight observations (5,2 % of all the data) from third cluster and 13 

observations (8,5 %) from fourth cluster which was sufficient for evaluating purposes and the 

corresponsive values in test set were three (3,7 %) and seven (8,5 %) observations. Training 

set must have more observations from the smaller clusters so the model selection and 

validation could be done because in k-fold cross-validation method the training set itself is still 

split further and those sparse observations should be represented in every fold. 

 

In model selection and validation, a 4-fold cross-validation method was used. Usually k-fold 

cross-validation is performed with at least five or even ten different folds but in with this data it 

was impossible due the scarcity of observations in cluster four. In this method the training data 

was split into four equal sized subsets where each of the subsets acted as validation data for 

each of the folds. This means that each of the subsets were used once as validation data. 4-

fold cross-validation process was conducted for both of algorithms, artificial neural network 

and random forest, and for different hyperparameter options in both methods. Since the idea 

of the algorithms is to classify the suppliers into correct cluster accuracy was chosen as the 

most important measure. Accuracy defines how many instances the algorithm classifies 

correctly which is the reason behind choosing it. Another measure was taken in account which 

was true positive rate (TPR) to allow evaluating from other point of view also. TPR evaluates 

how well the algorithm classifies the corresponsive instance into correct cluster so the higher 

TPR is the probability of detection of the right cluster. Accuracy is the primary measure to lay 

decisions on but if accuracies are very close on different hyperparameters and there is a 

notable difference in TPR then it is taken into consideration in the decision. After the 
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hyperparameters of classifier algorithms are chosen and algorithms validated, the finalized 

results are evaluated on test data set and the most efficient classifier algorithm chosen. 

 

For the neural network a neuralnet -named package of R was used. The default 

hyperparameters of the package were used except in the hidden layer architecture and 

activation function meaning that learning rate, error function threshold and maximum epochs 

were left as default. The activation function was set to hyperbolic tangent since it is zero 

centered. The hidden layer architecture varies from one to three layers and from three to seven 

neurons on each layer and nine neurons were tried in single layer. A total of 17 different setups 

of the network were evaluated in terms of number of layers and number of neurons in each 

layer. Single layer architectures perform relatively well in terms of accuracy except the neural 

network with just three neurons which scores almost 30 percentage points lower than the other 

single layer neural networks as shown in table 7. On the other hand, the neural networks with 

three hidden layers all perform poorly in terms of accuracy in classifying under 50 % of the 

suppliers correctly. Three hidden layer architecture achieves in terms of TPR with highest 

values of 94,5 % and 95,8 %. The highest values of accuracy can be found from architecture 

with two hidden layers. The clearly highest value is in architecture with 7 neurons in first hidden 

layer and 5 neurons in second hidden layer with accuracy of 86,6 %. This hidden layer 

architecture has also the highest TPR value of 85,8 % if the TPR values from three hidden 

layer architectures aren’t taken in account. 
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Table 7. The results of the neural network classifier in the terms of average accuracy and 

TPR. 

 

 

Random forest evaluation was conducted using party -named package in R. In this package 

the default hyperparameters were used except the number of trees and number of variables 

available for splitting at each tree node and this hyperparameter is now referred as mtry 

parameter from now on. The number of trees is on default 500 so in the modeling the number 

of trees vary from 300 to 700 to find the optimal hyperparameter. In terms of mtry the default 

value is √p, where p denotes the number of predictor variables. The values of √p-2, √p and 

√p+2 are tried during modeling. In table 8 can be seen that random forest classifier endures 

brilliantly on this classification problem. Multiple hyperparameter settings result accuracy of 

over 90 % which can be taken as very satisfying result with this kind of data where some 
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instances are sparse. Mtry parameter of √2-2 performs badly when compared to others barely 

topping 75 % of accuracy. The top four accuracies are close with each other since the top four 

results fit in between 1,3 percentage points. Each of the mtry parameter values of √p+2 score 

high but then random forest with 300 trees and mtry parameter value of √p hits high also with 

accuracy of 92,1 %. The top two accuracies are 92,4 % and 92,1 % but the model with the 

highest accuracy doesn’t perform so well on terms of TPR having only 81,9 % which is the 

fourth highest. So, the best performing model is the one with 300 trees and mtry parameter 

value of √p which has accuracy of 92,1 % and TPR of 83,4 % which is the highest of all models. 

 

Table 8. The results of the random forest classifier in the terms of average accuracy and TPR. 

 

 

After hyperparameter tuning and choosing the best possible hyperparameters on both of 

machine learning algorithms the next step was to perform the evaluation on test set data. As 

none of the test set data was used in hyperparameter tuning all the observations are 

completely new for the algorithms. The results of the performance with the unseen test data 

for both the selected and tuned algorithms are shown in table 9. Accuracy value of ANN is 

90,2 % and TPR is 81,2 % where for Random forest accuracy is 96,3 % and TPR is 88,0 %. 

With these results it is easy to say that Random forest performs better with this kind of 

clustered supplier data compared to ANN and it should be used when implementing this 
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solution to automatically evaluate correct group for suppliers. The accuracy was higher on 

test data with both models than with the validation rounds which might relate to similar 

samples on that set of testing data. Remarkable on that issue still is that the highest 

accuracy values on validation rounds are not lower compared to test data, so looks like the 

algorithms perform well in predicting the correct cluster overall. 

 

Table 9. The results of tuned models trained with the best performing hyperparameters with 

test data set. 

 

 

As the solution will be used as decision support and aiding tool in supplier management 

process the accuracy rate of classifying instances with Random forest is more than enough 

to guide the decision maker into correct direction assigning supplier into correct group. A 

high TPR value indicates also that the random forest rarely classifies falsely suppliers, so it 

detects with ease the correct groups most of the time. When the clusters assigned in 

unsupervised phase are just directional instead of rules, the small percentage of mistakes 

the Random forest algorithm makes are even more diminished as the whole process is 

controlled by human in the end. The other major advantage Random forest has compared to 

the so-called black box algorithms, like ANN, is that the decision maker is able to pull out 

parts of the decision logic used in the algorithm. Even Random forest isn’t as unambiguous 

as decision tree algorithm as it’s a group of decision trees with different split points it still 

enables having a glimpse of possible decision logic when classifying supplier. Looking into 

the logic in couple of different trees the decision maker can obtain some knowledge how the 

classifier ended up in the results it made. In figure 28 is presented a one single tree of 300 

possible options in the chosen Random forest hyperparameters. Decision maker could 

extract some information of how one way would be to differentiate suppliers from each other. 

For example instances from cluster three and four falling into decision node with variable unit 

price mean can be divided into two groups: if the unit mean price is higher or equal than 

49858,76 then it will surely belong to group four and if the unit mean price is lower than 

49858,76 then it will belong to group three with possibility of 42,9 % and into group four with 

possibility of 57,1 %. 
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In figure 28 the numbers in the branches represent the value in which the splitting decision 

with that variable is done. The number in white box shows the decision order. P-value inside 

decision node reflects the split quality with testing the chosen variables statistical 

significance. N value would represent the number of instances ending up into final leaves but 

in Random forest classified no single tree represents the final solution, so all these values 

are zero. The y-vector holds the possibility distribution of clusters where the instances falling 

into that leaf will be assigned starting from left with cluster one and ending on right with 

cluster five. 

 

 

Figure 28. Example of one tree in the best performing tuned Random forest algorithm.  

 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The thesis is built on three main distinctive parts. In the first part the process and framework 

for the supplier relationship management is introduced via literature review to bring the 

knowledge of the business application and need for the study. While describing the supplier 

relationship management process and its framework the advantages of capability to categorize 

and classify the supplier efficiently into their portfolios is rationalized hence bringing the reason 

to conduct this feasibility study for procurement organization. The first part builds the basis for 

the whole application in business environment and explains its potential to create value for 

NES when implemented to its daily operations. 
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The second part of the study comprises of the literature review and applications on machine 

learning area. The second part goes through the data analysis process which explains the 

whole flow from data extraction into model evaluation and result interpretation. In the second 

part of the thesis the chosen machine learning approach is justified and different algorithms, 

and how those are conducted, is presented. The second part also lays the mathematical basis 

on evaluating the algorithms and the results of the study. 

 

The last main part of the thesis is the empirical machine learning application where the problem 

of trying to cluster and classify NES related supplier data is conducted. In this chapter the 

process of creating and running the application is presented and the reasons for choosing 

different machine learning and processing algorithms is explained. The main offering of the 

third part is the interpretation of the results derived from the data through different algorithms 

and understanding the given data and its potential in clustering and classification applications 

and the most suitable algorithms to perform those activities. 

 

This last chapters compromises from short summary of the thesis and conclusions which can 

be taken from the takeaways of the literature reviews and results of the empirical application. 

This first part of the last chapter presented the summary of the thesis. Secondly, the presented 

research questions are answered within the scope of the study. Thirdly, the limitations of this 

empirical application are discussed and pointed out for the audience to understand the 

possible problems in implementing this empirical study into business environment without 

proper integration. Finally, the options and suggestions for future research are given to 

enhance this study. 

 

5.1 Answering the research questions 

 

The aim for the study was to find the most important and non-redundant variables from the 

given dataset for efficient clustering of the suppliers, understanding of what would be suitable 

amount of clusters or portfolios for this dataset and what kind of characteristics each cluster 

has, and evaluate between two different machine learning algorithms which one would be more 

suitable classifying given data into pre-determined clusters. Also, one of the purposes of the 

thesis was to explain the theoretical framework for possible implementation of studied machine 

learning application for procurement environment. To reach the objectives of the study, three 
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research questions were formulated in the beginning. Learning towards the literature review 

and empirical research, the answers are presented next. 

 

1. What are the most important features of internal data available in grouping suppliers? 

 

From the theoretical framework point of view the solution is simple: the important features are 

those which represent the problem thoroughly and are non-redundant which each other while 

keeping the dimensionality as low as possible. Purely mathematical point of view would be 

balancing of having high enough variance from the original set with as few variables as 

possible. From supplier relationship management point of view the variable space should in 

optimal situation have datapoints from supplier profit impact, supply risk, performance and 

collaboration relationship. To be able to cluster the supplier as effectively as possible and 

formulate correct strategy for supplier relationship management each area previously 

mentioned should have multiple different-angle measurements. 

 

With the help of mathematical algorithms of principal component analysis and Pearson 

correlation coefficient the original set of variables was reduced by examining correlations and 

variances explained between different variables. Variables nro_of_proj, nro_of_rows and 

unit_price_median were discarded as redundant variables with some other variable remaining 

in the dataset explaining more of the total variance. At this point one new variable was derived 

from the original variables to represent the different batch sizes ordered from the suppliers: 

supp_ordersize. Variables nro_of_feedbacks and supp_agr_dev were discarded with decision 

of having too much NES internal affect in them rather than measuring the supplier 

characteristics. Survey questionnaire results were all highly correlating to each other, so a 

decision was made to aggregate the results into one number representing the whole survey. 

 

All the variables or datapoints used to derive variables which were extracted from the systems 

in the beginning, were considered relevant for the research, so the variables which were not 

discarded or aggregated in feature selection part of the research can be considered as 

“important” for supplier grouping. The list includes these variables: key_suppl, nro_of_orders, 

quan_m, quan_pieces, tot_spend, unit_price_mean, unit_price_sd, purch_time_window, 

purch_freq, supp_contr_dev, supp_LT, sur_mean and supp_ordersize. Also, it was found in 

the research that some dimensions of SRM model were not properly covered, so probably 

some explanatory variables are still left to be researched but were not part of given internal 

data. 
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2. What is the suitable quantity of clusters for the data and what are the key features of 

each cluster? 

 

As the dataset to be clustered was chosen, the suitable quantity of the clusters was defined in 

literature review with respect to inter- and intra-cluster similarities. The suitable quantity of 

clusters would be achieved in a trade-off between interpretable quantity of clusters and cluster 

purity. The rule is that intra-cluster similarity should be as high as possible and inter-cluster 

similarity should be as low as possible with retaining the quantity of clusters in interpretable 

amount with respect to the problem tried to be solved. Literature review presented algorithms 

to measure similarities of intra- and inter-clusters which help to optimize the correct quantity of 

clusters in given range of interpretable clusters. 

 

The clustering quantity determination algorithms CH index and Silhouette width were tried in 

range from two to ten clusters as ten clusters was considered as maximum number for practical 

approach. Even quantity of two clusters performed very well in CH index and Silhouette value 

it was also ruled out since two supplier management portfolios would be too generic to be 

used. After these restrictions the best possible option was found from quantity of five clusters 

where both CH index and Silhouette value illustrated good performance with clear progress 

also in elbow index compared to four clusters. Therefore, it was concluded that for the dataset 

available five clusters would be the suitable quantity. 

 

After conducting the clustering into five different clusters with K-means algorithm the first 

cluster had 86 suppliers with low or mediocre values in all variables, the second cluster had 

28 suppliers with low value of orders but with high monetary values and lead times, the third 

cluster had 12 suppliers with high values on all variables except unit prices, lead time and order 

size, the fourth cluster had 20 suppliers with mediocre values in all variables except high 

quantity of pieces and low purchase frequency and order size and the fifth cluster had 89 

suppliers with mediocre or low values in all variables except in metric quantity. From the five 

clusters key suppliers were divided into clusters three and four. The other key variables are 

presented in table 6 which was also presented earlier. 

 

3. Which of the algorithms is the best for classifying suppliers and should be used? 
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From the literature review the goal for classifying algorithms was found being able to classify 

the new observations as effectively as possible without losing the ability to generalize into the 

whole problem. There exists a trade-off between accuracy and generalization which is being 

tackled by training the classifier with part of the data and then tested with unseen data from 

the same dataset. Finally, the performance of the classifiers is evaluated by the ability of 

classifying testing data correctly which can be measured, for example, with classification 

accuracy and true positive rate. The classifier with the highest accuracy and TPR is best for 

the problem and should be used. 

 

The chosen machine learning algorithms for the research were neural network and random 

forest due their popularity and usability. The data was split into training and testing sets with 

picking random instances from all the clusters. Further, to help the classifier to examine 

multiple aspects from the training data and decrease the bias, the training data was split into 

train and validation datasets with 4-fold cross-validation method. After training the algorithms 

with different hyperparameter architectures, the best performing architectures for the 

algorithms were chosen. Accuracy was the primary criterion for the problem at hand and TPR 

used as supportive criteria. The best performing neural network architecture with validation 

data was two hidden layer network with seven neurons in the first and five neurons in the 

second hidden layer with accuracy of 86,6 % and with TPR of 85,8 %. The best performing 

random forest architecture with validation data was with 300 grown trees and with mtry 

parameter value of √p with accuracy of 92,1 % and with TPR of 83,4 %. After this the algorithms 

were exposed to the testing dataset and random forest was better classifier with 96,3 % 

accuracy and 88,0 % TPR compared to neural networks accuracy of 90,2 % and TPR of 81,2 

%. From this we can conclude random forest is the better algorithm for classifying suppliers 

and should be utilized in the supplier relationship management process. Also, the random 

forest enables pulling single trees out of the model which helps the sourcing personnel to 

understand parts of the model logic compared to total black box model of neural network. 

 

5.2 Limitations of the models and implementation 

 

The research conducted in the thesis has two main issues. One is related to used data quality 

and scarcity and the other relates to implementation of the supplier relationship management 

process with machine learning capabilities using these variables. The first affects greatly to the 

results of the whole research and might lead to minor deviations of the reality and the second 
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probably hinders the utilization of the feasibility study as-is and probably requires a more 

refined variable gathering from different sources. 

 

The quality of the data used in the research had problems which was known from the start. 

The main reason for this was the human error on manual inputs but also the change of ERM 

system at NES. The ERM system change led towards data extraction from two systems which 

in theory could have duplicate data and some migrated purchase orders from the old system 

towards new didn’t have all the required datapoints for this research migrated. Another issue 

related to the used data was its scarcity. With scarcity is referred to the fact that there was a 

lot of purchase order data available but those many of those purchase orders especially from 

the old systems didn’t have the required datapoints. This led to the fact that aggregating the 

data was done on ignoring the null fields and calculating the aggregations on the datapoints 

available. The other scarcity related issue was towards the survey about supplier collaboration. 

The survey had data only from a handful of suppliers of the supplier pool available from 

purchase orders. This fact probably affected the research creating minor biases. 

 

The second main issue implementing the full supplier relationship management framework 

rises from the fact that few of the variables presenting the affecting factors of the supplier 

relationship framework were totally missing. It might be a bit dangerous to conduct the 

procurement strategy towards suppliers purely on basis of the research as no factors like 

goods quality or supplier specific risk or market environment are available. In order to utilize 

the supplier relationship management framework in its full potential, variables explaining these 

factors should be added into the dataset to be analyzed, clustered and classified. On the other 

hand, this thesis was supposed to be a feasibility study on utilizing advanced analytics in 

procurement function, so it lays the basis on future development. 

 

5.3 Future research opportunities 

 

This research aimed to utilize machine learning algorithms on procurement data in order to 

ease the procurement function work in supplier categorization and classification. The future 

research should focus on defining more precise variables required for optimal supplier 

relationship management process rather than just examples of overall areas like “profit impact” 

and “supply risk”. Kant and Dalvi (2015, p. 360-365) list 151 supplier evaluation criteria and 52 

supplier selection criteria part of which could be utilized as variables to gain more in-depth 

understanding the supplier dimension. 
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Relating to the variables themselves, weighting criteria should be assigned to each one of 

them. As Marinelli and Antoniou (2019, p. 92-94) present in their research that different factors, 

such as high competition in the market, affects more to monetary value achieved than others. 

This knowledge should be utilized in supplier relationship management and assign greater 

weights to variables which affect more one value creation and assign smaller weights to 

variables which have lesser impact. With this approach the focus in the data would be in the 

variables that matter rather than variables that differentiate the dataset and explain more 

variance. 

 

Applying fuzzy logic would be extremely interesting on the variables and worthy the research 

as crisp boundaries between the clusters are too exclusive and most of the key attributes of 

different clusters could be explained linguistically on approximate terms with enough 

information still to utilize them. Osiro et al. (2014, p. 108-111) have in their research conducted 

that “fuzzy set theory is suitable for dealing with the vagueness intrinsic to qualitative factors 

of suppliers’ evaluation” which proves that fuzzification can be applied to supplier data to some 

extent and actually perform well. This fuzzification would enable creating and expressing the 

clusters with membership degree rather than binary “yes” or “no” option which would also give 

the sourcing professionals ability to choose which action plan to implement on single supplier 

having characteristics from two or more clusters. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: List of variables and their explanations and usage. 

Name of variable Description of variable Used in clustering? 

key_suppl Key supplier indicator Yes 

fullfills_tasks 
Supplier capability fulfilling 

defined tasks 
No 

easy_to_contact 
How easy it is to contact supplier 

personnel 
No 

solving_req_or_issues 
Supplier capacity solving 

requests or issues 
No 

flexible_to_changes 
Supplier flexibility towards 

delivery changes 
No 

satisfaction_to_items 
Supplier’s commodities 

satisfactory 
No 

co_op_direction Trend of co-operation No 

nro_of_feedbacks Number of feedbacks No 

nro_of_orders Number of different orders Yes 

nro_of_projects Number of different projects No 

nro_of_rows Number of different order rows No 

quan_m Total quantity in meters Yes 

quan_pieces Total quantity in pieces Yes 

tot_spend Total spend Yes 

unit_price_mean Average unit price Yes 

unit_price_median Median unit price No 

unit_price_sd Standard deviation of unit price Yes 

purch_time_window 
Difference between the first and 

last recorded purchase 
Yes 

purch_freq Purchase frequency Yes 

supp_contr_dev 
Supplier’s average delivery date 

deviation from contractual date 
Yes 

supp_agr_dev 

Supplier’s average delivery date 

deviation from separately agreed 

date 

No 

supp_LT Supplier’s average lead time Yes 

sur_mean 
Average results of survey 

variables 
Yes 

supp_ordersize Average supplier’s order size Yes 

 


